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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this chapter Alliander and one of its subsidiary companies, Liander, are
introduced. Secondly, we will take the first look at the Optimal Mix Problem
and the Optimal Mix Model that Alliander works on. The Optimal Mix Problem
and Model will be the central subjects of this report. Afterwards, the research
questions and report overview are given.

1.1 Alliander N.V. and its parties
Alliander is a Dutch overarching company consisting of several independent di-
visions which operates in the energy and gas sector in the Netherlands. The
best known and largest division that is a part of Alliander is Liander, the Dis-
tribution System Operator (DSO). It is responsible for keeping the distribution
networks of electricity and gas in a well-working state for a substantial part of
the Netherlands. One of the main goals for Liander is to ensure that clients,
companies and institutions have access to electricity and gas at all times. Var-
ious projects inside Alliander help them to accomplish this goal. One of these
projects, called the Optimal Mix Model, is considered in this thesis.

1.2 The Optimal Mix Model
There are three kinds of electricity grids in the Netherlands: high voltage (HV)
(110 kilo volt (kV) to 380kV), medium voltage (MV) (10 to 20 kV) and low volt-
age (LV) (up to 400V). Liander does the management and maintenance of the
medium and low voltage grid for a large region of the Netherlands. Malfunctions
occur on the grid from time to time, such that clients experience a power outage.
Liander aims to minimize this downtime, such that as many clients as possible
experience as little downtime as possible, ensuring customer satisfaction. Also,
lawmaking regulates the price a distribution system operator is allowed to ask
based on the number and total duration of power outages. In other words: if
Liander minimizes the downtime, they work on customer satisfaction and on
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maximizing their revenue. Considering that Alliander in general needs to make
cuts in their budget, it is even more critical for Liander to address the malfunc-
tions.

80% of the electricity downtime for clients is caused by malfunctions on
medium voltage networks. Therefore specific projects have been designed to
only take the medium voltage grid into account.

The Optimal Mix Problem is one of the problems that can be analyzed and
solved in order to make a large impact on the minimizing of the downtime on
the medium voltage grid. The Optimal Mix Problem is an optimization problem
that looks at the best way, downtime- and money-wise, of implementing (new)
techniques on the medium voltage grid. Alliander strived to solve the Optimal
Mix Problem and did so by developing the Optimal Mix Model, a model that
can be used to simulate malfunctions on (theoretical instances of) the medium
voltage grid and to determine the optimal mix of techniques to be implemented
on the grid.

The Optimal Mix Model has been under development since July 2017 and
has become an advanced model by now. The model is able to determine the op-
timal mix for a specific medium voltage network while taking all aspects of this
broad problem into account. Even though the Optimal Mix Model is able to do
all this, it is not perfect yet. One of the aspects that can be improved on, is its
running time. A calculation for one part of the grid can easily take longer than
4 days. That is undesirably long, considering that Alliander needs to run the
Optimal Mix Model around 350 times to have their whole grid covered. It would
be valuable for Alliander if this calculation would take substantially less time,
such that it is easier to respond to changes on the grid in the future without
having to wait multiple days. However, the model should stay reliable: when
the calculation time is shortened, qualitative solutions should still be found.
The goal of this report is to find the best ways to minimize the running time
of the model while still finding ’good’ solutions by using heuristic optimization
techniques.

1.3 Research Questions and Report Overview
The general research question is stated as follows:

Can the Optimal Mix Model be improved by implementing heuristic
optimization techniques in order to substantially lower the running time while

closely approximating qualitative solutions?

This question will be answered by treating the following research questions:

1. How can the Optimal Mix Problem be mathematically described?

2. How does the Optimal Mix Model solve the Optimal Mix Problem?

3. What is the mathematical complexity of the Optimal Mix Problem?
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4. How can heuristic optimization techniques be used to improve the running
time of the Optimal Mix Problem while closely approximating qualitative
solutions?

5. What heuristic optimization techniques can be used to improve the run-
ning time of the Optimal Mix Problem while closely approximating qual-
itative solutions?

6. How well do heuristic optimization techniques improve the running time
of the Optimal Mix Problem while closely approximating qualitative so-
lutions?

This report covers these subjects in the following way. Firstly, Chapter 2 fully
describes the Optimal Mix Problem in all its relevant details, by giving an ex-
position of all components and aspects of a network, by giving the definition of
a mix and the by showing the financial aspects of the Optimal Mix Problem.

Question 1 is answered in Chapter 3 by giving the mathematical formal-
ization of the Optimal Mix Problem. An mathematical interpretation of the
medium voltage network is given, followed by the introduction of a binary no-
tation for mixes and a formal definition of the financial functions. The chapter
concludes with stating the Optimal Mix Problem as an optimization problem.

In Chapter 4 lies the answer to Question 2, where the Optimal Mix Model
will be explained. An overview of the model is given, where four different phases
are distinguished. The second part of this chapter consists of describing the ob-
jective function that is used in the Optimal Mix Model, that uses simulations
to determine the duration of power outages.

In the following chapter, Chapter 5, Question 3 will be considered by giv-
ing a proof of the complexity of the Optimal Mix Problem. In particular, the
simulation model from the previous chapter is elucidated in more detail, where
an optimization problem in itself is described. This optimization problem is
proved to be NP-hard. Since that optimization problem is part of the objective
function of the Optimal Mix Problem, this makes Optimal Mix Problem (at
least) NP-hard too.

The next chapter covers the 4th question. Chapter 6 is dedicated to describ-
ing how heuristic optimization techniques are aimed to be used to adjust the
current Optimal Mix Model, where the critical concept is to let an algorithm
re-use information generated in earlier steps by that algorithm. The chapter
also gives an analysis of the Optimal Mix Problem by looking at the problem
in itself and the results of the Optimal Mix Model on two test subjects.

Chapter 7 treats question 5 by proposing multiple heuristic algorithms, with
the details from Chapter 6 as theoretical basis, and by describing what versions
of the algorithms are implemented in the end. Six algorithms are proposed ini-
tially, of which four are implemented and tested. Another algorithm is proposed
during the implementation process, to boost the results by the other algorithms.

The final question, Question 6, is answered in Chapter 8, where the results
on three test subjects are presented, and Chapter 9, where all the results are
discussed. The quality-wise best algorithms approximate the Optimal Mix by
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more than 95% on all three of the test subjects, with a speed-up factor of at
least 8. The best algorithm with respect to running time reaches a speed-up
factor of at least 40 on all test subjects, with the approximation of the optimum
for two of the test subjects on at least 95% and on 89% for the third test subject.

In the concluding Chapter 10, the general research question will be answered
and an short summary of the thesis is given once more.

The report will be finished by considering future work based on this research
in the final Chapter 11.
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Chapter 2

The Optimal Mix Problem

This chapter is dedicated to explaining the Optimal Mix Problem. First, the
structure of the medium grid is considered. Secondly, power outages caused by
malfunctions on cables in the grid are explained. Next, we will take a look at
various techniques that are used to reduce downtime. The financial aspects are
viewed afterwards. This chapter finishes by formally stating the Optimal Mix
Problem, where all of the above comes together.

Before all that, note that there are many different aspects and details to this
very broad problem. Since this paper is concerned with the mathematical side
of things, some details will be omitted. Only those details that are required to
fully describe the problem mathematically will be mentioned.

2.1 DATA
All data and data structures that are mentioned in this chapter lie in some
database that Alliander supervises. For example, the term fail frequency is de-
fined in this chapter, and the fail frequency for a specific cable is determined
by an Alliander team called Condition Models. The condition modeling team
stores their results in a database, such that other teams can find and implement
them. This happens for all kinds of information that need some kind of calcu-
lating. Mentioning all different teams corresponding to the different definitions
and terms can unnecessarily impede the process of easily explaining the Opti-
mal Mix Problem. Therefore it is assumed in this paper that all data that lie
in these databases is legitimate and is collected in one big Alliander database,
called DATA.
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2.2 Structure of the medium voltage grid
The medium voltage grid is the collection of all smaller medium voltage net-
works. Spread over the Netherlands, Liander controls about 350 medium volt-
age networks. Each network contains at least a substation, (multiple) secondary
substations and cables connecting the (secondary) substations. A network is
connected to the high voltage grid at the substation. Each substation contains
a device that transforms high voltage into medium voltage, a HV-MV trans-
former. When exclusively reviewing a medium voltage network, the substation
can be seen as the power source of the network. From this substation the elec-
tricity is distributed over multiple routes: collections of paths over cables that
originate from the substation, where all paths have the same cable starting the
path from the substation. These routes bring the electricity to the secondary
substations. Here the electricity once again is transformed, this time by a MV-
LV transformer, and now is distributed over routes on the low voltage grid where
the electricity is transported to the clients.

Each medium voltage network is radial, which means that no cycles occur.
When considering a medium voltage network as an undirected graph, where the
vertices are the (secondary) substations and where the edges are the cables con-
necting the (secondary) substations, then radiality means that this graph has a
tree structure. Do note that a route can have branches, since this does not imply
the presence of cycles. Radiality implies that every client has a unique path of
supply. This makes it easier to locate a malfunction whenever a power outage
occurs. Furthermore, it becomes safer for mechanics in repairing the network
and solving a power outage when a network is radial, since the direction of the
flow of the electricity is unambiguously determinable. The importance of radi-
ality is demonstrated in an example in the next section, Section 2.3.

Even though no cycles occur, two secondary substations in different branches
of a route, or even in two separate routes, can be connected to each other by a
cable with a so called normally open point. A normally open point is a switch
in the cable that is in open position, creating a gap. This gap makes it that
no electricity flows through cables with normally open points. Electricity only
starts flowing through this point when the switch is flipped into closed posi-
tion. A normally open point can be very convenient. For example, suppose that
a cable fails and the secondary substation connected to it no longer receives
electricity. Suppose that this secondary substation is also connected to a cable
with a normally open point. Then we could disconnect the failing cable from
the network and flip the switch of the normally open point into closed position
to redirect the power flow, such that the secondary substation is now provided
with electricity again. After the failing cable is repaired, the normally open
point, that is now closed, can be easily switched open again to regain the initial
configuration of the network. With such a normally open point in a cable, ra-
diality is again preserved, as no electricity will flow through this specific cable
as long as the normally open point is open.

A specific medium voltage network can be displayed schematically by rep-
resenting its substation, its secondary substations and its cables, often called
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sections, in a graph. For an example with three routes and two normally open
points, see Figure 2.1.

Substation

Secondary substation

Normally Open Point

Figure 2.1: Schematic example of a network with three routes

2.3 Malfunctions on the medium voltage grid
Malfunctions can occur in various fashions. For this report and for the Optimal
Mix Problem, the focus will be on malfunctions in cables, since these malfunc-
tions are the most common. Whenever a malfunction in a cable occurs, a short
circuit flow will emerge between the substation and the malfunction. The short
circuit triggers a safety switch. The safety switch creates a gap in the cables,
called a temporarily open point. This disconnects a number of secondary sub-
stations from the substation: a power outage starts for all the clients connected
to one of those secondary substations. The goal is to provide all secondary sub-
stations with electricity again as soon as possible. This is done by finding the
’bad’ cable, isolating it and redirecting the electricity.

The isolating is done by mechanics who turn the switches of the bad cable
into open position at its connections with the secondary substations. Now, no
electricity is transported through the isolated cable. Electricity is redirected
by closing certain open points, such that secondary substations are provided
with electricity again. When there are still powerless secondary substations left
after previous actions, a power generator will be installed by mechanics, to also
provide the clients connected to these powerless stations with electricity again.
Now the power outage is solved for all clients.

Figure 2.2 shortly describes these phases during a power outage in an exam-
ple.

Note that after a power outage Liander always aims to return to the original
operating situation, here represented by Figure 2.1, by repairing the damaged
components. However, going from the final configuration where the power out-
age is solved (Figure 2.2e) to the original configuration (Figure 2.1) has no effect
on the outage time anymore and hence will not be described here.
An important aspect that is not included in this example, is the time that every
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure 2.2: (a) A fault occurs in the orange section. (b) A short circuit (in
pink) emerges between the fault and the substation. (c) A safety switch near
the substation is triggered and flips open resulting in a temporarily open point
isolating the fault and connected secondary substations. (d) The fault is isolated
by mechanics placing temporarily open points (e) The bottom normally open
point and the most left temporarily open point (created by the safety switch)
are closed by mechanics: all secondary substations are receiving electricity from
the substation again.

step takes. In reality it takes 42 minutes for the mechanics to arrive on average,
and then 10 minutes more per secondary substation they visit. Add to this that
the mechanics have to locate the malfunction too, and might need to place a
power generator, which is time consuming. All of this contributes to the length
of the power outage.
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2.4 Customer Minutes Lost and other definitions
To understand Section 2.5, some additional definitions are first needed.

2.4.1 Customer Minutes Lost
As stated in the introduction, one of the goals for Liander is to minimize the
length of a power outage and the number of power outages. To make this mea-
surable the definition of Customer Minutes Lost (CML) is introduced. Customer
Minutes Lost is the sum of minutes of power outage per customer. Example:
if a power outage occurs and one secondary substation, with 25 customers con-
nected, regains power after 10 minutes and another secondary substation, with
35 customers connected, regains power after 15 minutes, then the total CML
for this power outage is 25 · 10 + 35 · 15 = 250 + 525 = 775 CML.

Determining the Customer Minutes Lost shall be the main issue for the
Optimal Mix Problem, as becomes clear in the following chapters.

2.4.2 Additional notions and definitions
• One set of cables connecting two secondary substations is called a section.

• The capacity of a section in the maximum power that is allowed to flow
through a section in standard operation, without damaging the cable.

• The name of a network is often the name of the substation of that network.
For that reason, we will refer to either a network when mentioning a
substation or the actual substation. Context makes clear which of the
two is meant. For example: ’substation A.5 has twelve sections’ means
’network A.5 with substation A.5 has twelve sections’.

• Optional and fixed sections are the two types of sections that occur in
medium voltage networks. The optional sections are sections that contain
a normally open point and hence are not utilized in normal operation.
The fixed sections are all sections that do not contain a normally open
point.

• A full trail is a longest possible path originating from the substation over
fixed sections, while visiting a fixed section and secondary substation at
most once. By ’longest’ it is meant that the path has reached its largest
form: adding another section is not possible. Mathematically, a full trail is
a path from the substation to a leaf over the fixed sections sections graph.
The number of full trails is therefore equal to the number of leaves of the
fixed sections graph. Note that one route can contain multiple full trails,
and that different full trails can have sections and secondary substations
in common. See Figure 2.3 for an example.
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1

2
3

45

Figure 2.3: Full trails in a network

2.5 Techniques to reduce downtime or solve power
outages

The goal is to minimize the duration of power outages for as many clients as
possible, that is, to minimize the CML. This is done by isolating the malfunction
that caused the power outage and redirecting power flow as quickly as possi-
ble. Generally, it is not immediately known in what section the malfunction
occurred. As long as this remains unknown, the ’bad’ section can not be com-
pletely isolated. On top of that, it would take long to solve the power outage
by trial and error. In reality, there are many techniques to assist in this pro-
cess. These techniques can induce certain properties to the locations they are
installed, of which the following four properties are critical for the Optimal Mix
Problem:

1. A remotely checkable point is a point in the network that can be remotely
checked for passage of short circuits. This means that it can be determined
in the headquarters whether a short circuit passed the remotely checkable
point, without a mechanic visiting the point.

2. A locally checkable point is a point in the network that can be locally
checked for passage of short circuits. This means that it can be determined
whether a short circuit passed the point when a mechanic visits the point.

3. A remotely controllable point is a (secondary) substation whose sections
can be switched open or closed by pressing a button in the headquarters.
This means that mechanics do not need to visit a remotely controlled
secondary substation whenever one of its section needs to be switched
open or closed.

4. An autonomously secured point is a connection of a section to a secondary
substation in the network that forms protection for the network against
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short circuits by recognizing them. When an autonomously secured point
recognizes a short circuit, the section automatically switches open to iso-
late the malfunction that causes the short circuit.

Next follows a list of techniques that can be used to assist in the process of
isolating a malfunctioning cable and redirecting electricity:

Fault Passage Indicator

A Fault Passage Indicator (FPI) is a device that notes and shows on a local
display whether a short circuit passed or not. One is installed in each secondary
substation on each cable. So, each section contains two FPIs (one at each sec-
ondary substation it is connected to). Mechanics use FPIs to check whether
a short circuit has passed to determine at what side of the secondary substa-
tion the malfunction occurred. In other words, an FPI induces local checkability.

Communicable Fault Passage Indicator

A Communicable Fault Passage Indicator (CFPI) is an FPI, with the extra
property of automatically sending a text message to the headquarters when a
short circuit has passed. This is more efficient than a FPI, since the mechanic
does not need to visit a CFPI to know whether a short circuit has passed. A
CFPI can be placed on a cable in a secondary substation and induces remote
checkability.

Smart Cable Guard

A Smart Cable Guard (SCG) supervises a certain number of sections by predict-
ing and locating malfunctions. An SCG exists of two different parts: the master
device and the slave device. These devices are placed in two different secondary
substations. All sections between these secondary substations become super-
vised by the SCG. That means three things. Firstly, all malfunctions that occur
on this track are immediately noted and localized. Whenever a malfunction
occurs on any of the supervised sections, a message containing the malfunc-
tion and section information is immediately sent to the headquarters. In other
words, an SCG induces remote checkability to all sections and substations it
is installed on. Secondly, an SCG detects whether a short circuit has passed
the supervised trajectory, even when the malfunction causing the short circuit
does not lie in the trajectory. This way, the precise location is not known by
the SCG, but it is known whether the malfunction happened behind or in front
of the SCG. Finally, the SCG can predict, with an average accuracy of 71%,
that a malfunction is about to occur in a certain section. The SCG will also
report this to the headquarters, so that preventive actions can be taken, and
the malfunction can be averted.

The SCG has many placement rules, such as that the slave device can not
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be placed at a leaf of the radial network, or that there is a maximum length of
the trajectory that the SCG can be placed on, or that the devices can not be
placed over certain types of cables. (For all specifics, see [1].) For this report,
all the placement rules are assumed to be there and we will not go into any of
its details, as the details are of no value for this research. How this assumption
is done, will become clear in Chapter 3.

Another assumption for SCG is the following. An SCG has a maximum
length, and an SCG over a longer trajectory is always more efficient than over a
shorter trajectory, since the costs are equal and more sections are supervised on
a longer trajectory. For that reason, it is assumed that a certain trajectory will
not be considered for the SCG, when a longer trajectory containing the smaller
trajectory is possible for the SCG.1

Normally Open Point

The Normally Open Point (NOP) has already been introduced in Section 2.2.
As noted before, an NOP is a gap in a section, that can be closed by flipping
a switch, located at the NOP. (When the NOP is remotely controllable, it can
also be closed from the headquarters.) This way, radiality is maintained, and
there is still the option to easily redirect electricity through the section it is
installed on. An NOP is placed in a section at a secondary substation. This
means that one section can technically have two NOPs, one at each side of the
section. Note that it would be impractical to actually have two NOPs on one
section, since two actions are then needed to utilize the section instead of one.

An NOP can not be closed to redirect electricity in all cases. When a NOP
is closed, more electricity will flow through certain sections. If the capacity for
one of the sections would be exceeded, the NOP will not be closed.

Circuit Breaker

The Circuit Breaker (CB) is a safety switch that responds to short circuits.
Whenever a short circuit runs through a CB, the CB will pop open, creating a
gap in the cable it is installed on, also called a temporarily open point. This way
only the secondary substations behind the temporarily open point will be part
of the power outage, while all other secondary substations remain in action. A
CB thus reduces the size of power outage and reduces the total downtime caused
by the malfunction. A circuit breaker pops open almost immediately when a
malfunction occurs. A CB can be easily closed again when needed. In the
example in Figure 2.2c a CB was assumed to be the mentioned safety switch.

When multiple CBs are installed on a network, we only want the CB in
1In reality there are two types of SCG, namely the Smart Cable Guard Partial Discharge

(SCG PD) and the Smart Cable Guard Error Position Localization (SCG EPL). The SCG
PD is the SCG as described here. The SCG EPL lacks the option of predicting a malfunction,
but can be implemented over a much longer distance than the SCG PD. For this report it
is chosen to only consider SCG PD, since its effectiveness is bigger (based on results of the
Optimal Mix Model), since it is clearer for further definitions, algorithms and such, and since
the proposed methods in this report can be easily extended to also include SCG EPL.
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the short circuit that is closest to the malfunction to pop open, such that the
least amount of secondary substations become powerless. This is achieved by
setting a timer on each CB. This is done such that CBs closer to the substation
will respond to a short circuit after a longer period, and CBs further away will
respond faster. The possibilities are limited however. For example, if the timer
is set to a minute, then a short circuit will run for a full minute and cables will be
damaged. Due to such technicalities only a maximum of three circuit breakers
are allowed per full trail. This is called the circuit breaker rule (CB rule). The
CB-rule will be important for the feasibility of placements of components later
on. Figure 2.4 shows an example of what CB is triggered when a fault occurs.

When a CB is triggered, it can be reasoned from headquarters which CB
was triggered, by analyzing the new voltage and power current values at the
substation. Therefore it is said that the triggered CB induces indirect remote
checkability, since it is now known that the malfunction occurred behind the
CB.

Technically, a CB can be placed at either side of a section, right after or
right in front of a secondary substation. In reality it is more efficient to place
the CB on the side that is closest to the substation, since it eases the search
for the malfunction when that CB is triggered. For that reason, it is assumed
for this project that new CBs will always be placed on the section side that is
closest to the substation.

A CB induces autonomous security on the point it is placed.

Intelligent Secondary Substation

An intelligent Secondary Substation (iSS) is a secondary substation that can
be remotely controlled: all ingoing and outgoing sections at an intelligent Sec-
ondary Substation can be opened and closed by pressing a button in the head-
quarters. In other words, the connections between sections and an iSSs are
remotely controllable points. It sometimes happens that an iSS is placed next
to a normally open point. In this case, the normally open point remains in open
position, and now it can be remotely closed.

The second iSS-property, is that it is possible to remotely check the FPIs on
the connected sections. In other words, iSSs also induce remote checkability.

The combination of being remotely controllable and being remotely check-
able, is extremely useful when a malfunction occurs. In 10 minutes the mal-
functioning cable can be isolated from a part of the network by opening one of
the correct sections in the iSS. The part of the network that is isolated from
the malfunctioning cable, can now be be provided with electricity again. If the
iSS placement is chosen smartly, this can even been done by remotely closing a
normally open point that is connected to the same iSS. All in all, correct iSS
placements can save a lot of time.

The effectiveness of an iSS (at an NOP) depends heavily on the capacity
of sections. As mentioned at the NOP description, a NOP can not always be
closed, because the capacity of sections is also taken into account. An iSS be-
comes very ineffective when installed at a location electricity is hard to redirect
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.4: Example with one fault in a section and different circuit breaker
placements. The arrow indicates where the fault occurs, the thick bars represent
the circuit breakers, the orange bar represents the triggered circuit breaker and
the red secondary substations represent the secondary substations that become
disconnected from the substation.

because of the requirement to not exceed the capacity.
A secondary substation can be transformed into an intelligent substation.

However, not all secondary substations can be upgraded into an intelligent sec-
ondary substation due to some technicalities. For more info on these techni-
calities, see [1]. It is taken into account in the actual model which secondary
substations can be upgraded and which can not.

2.6 More notions and definitions
• Two types of open points have been mentioned so far: normally open

points (NOPs) and temporarily open points (TOPs). An open point (OP)
is defined to be a gap in a section that can be closed. Consequently, a
TOP and a NOP both are an open point. The main difference is that a
NOP is open in normal operations and a TOP is only created whenever
a malfunction has occurred. Occasionally it does not matter whether we
are dealing with a TOP or a NOP, but it does matter that an open point
is present. Whenever we refer to an open point, such is the case. When
referring to all open points, we refer to the set of all TOPs and NOPs.
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• For a specific component type there are suitable and unsuitable locations.
For an iSS for example, not every secondary substation can be upgraded
into an intelligent one. Such a secondary substation is said to be an
unsuitable location. A secondary substation that can be upgraded into an
intelligent one is called a suitable location for the iSS. In general, when
a component of a specific type can be newly installed on a location, then
that location is called a suitable location. If it can not be installed on
a location, the location is called unsuitable. Note that a location that
already has an iSS is called an unsuitable iSS location, since a new iSS
can not be installed there. For an example per component, see figures
2.5-2.7.

• All substations are either remotely controllable or non-remotely control-
lable. A remotely controllable substation can be seen as an intelligent sub-
station: its connections with sections can be remotely opened and closed.
It is similar to the intelligent secondary substation in that sense. A non-
remotely controllable substation can not open or close its connections with
section remotely. It is also assumed in the Optimal Mix Problem that a
non-remotely controllable substation can not be upgraded into a remotely
controllable substation.

Substation

Secondary substation

Normally Open Point

Suitable iSS location

Fixed iSS

Figure 2.5: Suitable and fixed iSS locations

• A component mix (or component locations mix ) is a combination of specific
suitable locations on a specific network for a specific type of component.
For CB mixes, the CB-rule has to be met. Otherwise, the CB mix is not
feasible.. For an example per component, see figures 2.8a, 2.8b and 2.8c.

• A mix (or locations mix ) is a combination of SCGs, CBs and iSSs on
specific suitable locations on a specific network, such that the CB-rule is
met. Do note that other techniques, such as CFPIs and NOPs, are not
taken into the mix. The focus for the Optimal Mix Problem lies only on
SCGs, CBs and iSSs. For an example, see Figure 2.8d.
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Substation

Secondary substation

Normally Open Point

Suitable CB location

Fixed CB

Figure 2.6: Suitable and fixed CB locations

Substation

Secondary substation

Normally Open Point

Suitable SCG location

Fixed SCG

Figure 2.7: Suitable and fixed SCG locations

• The fixed SCGs, CBs and iSSs are the SCGs, CBs and iSSs that are
already present in the network. They are not taken into a mix, since a
mix only contains components that can be added to the current state of
the network.

• The empty mix is the mix that represents the current state of a network
component-wise, where only the fixed SCGs, CBs and iSSs are present. It
is called empty because no new components are added to the empty mix
yet.

• The fail frequency of a section is the probability that a malfunction will
occur on that section over a period of one year.

• The expected CML of a certain mix is the CML expected over a period of
one year with that mix installed on the network.

• The expected CML reduction of a mix is the difference between the ex-
pected CML of the considered mix is and the expected CML of the empty
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mix. It is used when determining the quality of a mix.

• A superfluous CFPI in a mix is a CFPI that induces remote checkability
on a point where an SCG or iSS also induces remote checkability. In
this case, the CFPI no longer adds value to the network. For example: a
CFPI in an iSS is superfluous, since the iSS already knows whether a short
circuit passed or not. Note that a CB does not make a CFPI superfluous,
since a CB only induces indirect checkability.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.8: (a) An intelligent Secondary Substation mix (b) A Circuit Breaker
mix (c) A Smart Cable Guard mix (d) An example of a mix

2.7 Financial aspects
The quality of a mix is expressed as the profit that a mix provides. This may
seem contradictory with the fact that Liander N.V. also wants to focus on
reducing customer minutes lost. To explain this, assume we place an iSS on all
secondary substations. Then all the faults that occur on the network can be
fixed in a matter of minutes, so the downtime would be pretty minimal. On
the other hand, now we have generated a huge pile of costs for installing and
maintaining all new iSSs, and all in all Liander N.V. is now making losses, which
is the exact opposite of what we want to achieve. Therefore, we need to take
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the financial aspects into account. Since reduced customer minutes lost can be
expressed as a profit, it is chosen to show the quality of mixes through their
profit. In the next paragraph it is explained how this financial evaluation of
mixes is done.

The financial evaluation of a mix consists of three parts: the costs of the
components, the revenue of the expected CML reduction and the revenue of
the superfluous CFPIs. The evaluations are done by looking at all costs and
revenues that occur over a period of 40 years2. This means that the costs for
components consist of maintenance costs over 40 years and installment costs.
An overview of the costs per component is given in Table 2.1. All costs are in
euros. All maintenance costs are over a period of 40 years. The costs for the
iSS varies based on the type of secondary substation that it is installed on.

Component Installment costs Maintenance costs Total costs
iSS 60000− 75000 12000 72000− 87000

SCG3 5000 25000 30000
CB 13000 1000 14000

Table 2.1: Component costs

For the CML reduction revenue the following is done. First the expected CML
reduction is determined. Per expected CML reduced, 1 euro is taken into the
yearly CML reduction revenue. The total CML reduction revenue over 40 years
is then obtained by multiplying the yearly CML reduction revenue by 20.4 An
overview of all revenues are given in table 2.2. In general, the revenue for a mix
consists of expected CML reduction revenue for 90% and consists of superfluous
CFPI revenue for 10%.

Revenue type Total revenue
Superfluous CFPI 10000

Expected CML reduction 20 × expected CML reduction

Table 2.2: Mix revenues

For a mix on a certain network, each financial segment can be determined sep-
arately. Taking the sum of these segments gives the financial evaluation of a mix.

In operation, it is easy to determine the costs and superfluous CFPI revenue.
Determining the expected CML reduction revenue is quite difficult, but it can

2Liander N.V. does all of its financial calculations and predictions over a period of 40 years
into the future, and therefore this is also done for the optimal mix problem.

3In reality a SCG has a lifespan of 10 years. This is taken into account by adding additional
installment costs for three SCGs to the maintenance costs. Together, this makes a sensible
estimate of the SCG costs for the 40 year span.

420 is the factor calculated by Alliander for which the total net present value over 40 years
of 1 reduced CML is taken, see [1].
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be done. For now it is sufficient to know the terminology. The details of the
expected CML reduction calculation follow in the next chapters.

2.8 The Optimal Mix Problem
All necessary methods and definitions have now been explained, in order to for-
mulate the optimal mix problem.

The Optimal Mix Problem (OMP)
For a substation, find the mix on that network that maximizes the profit.

So, the goal is to find the most profitable mix per network. This mix is called
the optimal mix. Note that most profitable mix largely coheres with a mix that
gives a large expected CML reduction, since a big part of the financial evalua-
tion depends on expected CML reduction.
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Chapter 3

Mathematical formalization

In this chapter we formalize the Optimal Mix Problem in a mathematical man-
ner. In the first section the (mathematical) notation is introduced. The Optimal
Mix Problem will be mathematically defined in the second part.

3.1 Notation and additional definitions
In order to define the Optimal Mix Problem, some notation and additional def-
initions are required. In order, first the definitions of the topological properties
of a network will be given, then the definitions of the mixes and to finish this
section the financial aspects are treated. Before all that, let us start by defining
the set DATA to be the set that represents the big Alliander database DATA
from the previous chapter. For a single network, DATA can be categorized into
two different types of information:

1. Topological information. This describes the structure of the network:
present (secondary) substations and their locations, the number of sec-
tions and how they are connected to the (secondary) substations, NOP
presence on sections, and everything that can be concluded from this, such
as the number of routes (originating from the substation).

2. Part information. This describes the properties that all the present parts
have: type of (secondary) substations, fail frequencies of sections, capacity
of sections, and so on.

DATA will be used to obtain specific instances of the Optimal Mix Problem that
represent real-life networks supervised by Liander, and it will also be used as
input for the Optimal Mix Model (as will be shown in Chapter 4).
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3.1.1 The network
A network N on the medium voltage grid can be mathematically represented
by a triple N = (G,Fcomp, Lcomp), where G is an undirected graph, Fcomp is the
set of fixed components and CFPIs and Lcomp is the set of suitable component
locations. This section defines the triple formally for a network N . Starting
with defining an undirected graph G = (U, S) with vertices U and edges S for
a network N . The set U then represents the (secondary) substations of N ,
with u1 ∈ U representing the power source, and S represents the sections of N
connecting the (secondary) substations. To make this more precise define So

to be the set of optional sections and Sf to be the set of fixed sections, such
that So ∩ Sf = ∅ and So ∪ Sf = S. Then Gf = (U, Sf ) is the undirected graph
representing N with its utilized sections in normal operation, the fixed sections.
Note that Gf is a tree. G = (U, S) = (U, So ∪ Sf ) is the undirected graph rep-
resenting N with its utilized sections in normal operation and its sections with
an NOP installed on them, the optional sections. For an example, see Figure
3.1 and 3.2. Here, U = {u1, . . . , u17}, Sf = {s1 . . . , s16}, and S0 = {s17, s18}.

u1

u2 u3 u4 u5 u6

u7 u8 u9

u10

u11

u12 u13

u14

u15 u16 u17

s1

s2 s3 s4 s5

s6 s7 s8

s9

s10

s11

s12

s13

s14 s15 s16

Figure 3.1: G = (U, Sf )

Next, define the subsets of the fixed components of N for iSS, SCG and CB and
define the set of CFPIs of N :

• FiSS ⊆ U is the set of fixed iSSs.

• FSCG ⊆ U × U is the set of fixed SCGs.

• FCB ⊆ S × U is the set of fixed CBs.

• FCFPI ⊆ S × U is the set of CFPIs.
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u1

u2 u3 u4 u5 u6

u7

u8

u9

u10

u11

u12 u13

u14

u15 u16
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s1

s2 s3 s4 s5

s6 s7 s8

s9

s10

s11

s12

s13

s14 s15 s16

s17

s18

Figure 3.2: G = (U, Sf ∪ So)

With this, define Fcomp = (FiSS, FSCG, FCB, FCFPI) to be the 4-tuple of all fixed
components and CFPIs. The substation of N , or simply N , is said to be re-
motely controllable when u1 ∈ FiSS.

Now, to define the suitable component locations of N , introduce the func-
tions f iSS : DATA → U , fSCG : DATA → (U × U) and fCB : DATA → (S × U).
These function determine the suitable locations per component type for a spe-
cific network based on the rules and information that lies in DATA. Note that
FiSS ∩ f iSS(G) = ∅ (and equivalently for SCG and CB) since a fixed compo-
nent location never is a suitable component location. Using these functions, the
suitable component locations of N can be defined:

• f iSS(G) = LiSS ⊆ U is the set of suitable iSS locations.

• fSCG(G) = LSCG ⊆ U × U is the set of suitable SCG locations.1

• fCB(G) = LCB ⊆ S × U is the set of suitable CB locations.

With this, define Lcomp = (LiSS, LSCG, LCB) to be the 3-tuple of all suitable com-
ponent locations.

Finally, define the following two functions for N that give the capacity for
each section in S and the number of clients connected to each secondary sub-
station in U :

• cap : S → R is the section capacity function

• clients : U\{u1} → N is the number of connected clients function

A medium voltage network N can now be mathematically represented by the 5-
tuple N = (G,Fcomp, Lcomp, cap, clients). For an example (where the capacity

1If p = (u1, u2) ∈ LSCG, then u1 specifies the ’master device’ location and u2 specifies the
’slave device’ location.
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and number of client functions are omitted in the graph for the sake of clarity),
see Figure 3.3.

u1

u2 u3 u4 u5 u6

u7

u8

u9

u10

u11

u12 u13

u14

u15 u16
u17

s1

s2 s3 s4 s5

s6 s7 s8

s9

s10

s11

s12

s13

s14 s15 s16

s17

s18

U = {u1, . . . , u17}

S = (Sf , So) = ({s1, . . . , s16}, {s17, s18})

FiSS = {u4} FSCG = FFCPI = ∅

FCB = {(u1, s1), (u1, s6), (u1, s11)}

LSCG = {(u12, u16)}

LiSS = {u3, u8, u9, u17}

LCB = {(u3, s3), (u4, s4), (u7, s7),
(u8, s8), (u9, s10), (u12, s12), (u12, s13)}

Figure 3.3: Example of a network N = (G,Fcomp, Lcomp, cap, clients) (with
cap and clients omitted)

3.1.2 Mixes
Amix (on a networkN) is a set of new non-fixed components and their (suitable)
locations, such that the CB-rule is satisfied. To represent a mix mathematically,
a binary notation with certain properties is introduced in this section. Start with
defining a suitable locations vector for each of the component types. The vectors
hold exactly all the locations from their corresponding suitable location sets:

• Let QiSS ∈ U |LiSS| be the suitable iSS locations vector such that each
location in LiSS appears exactly once in QiSS.

• Let QSCG ∈ (U ×U)|LSCG| be the suitable SCG locations vector such that
each location in LSCG appears exactly once in QSCG.

• Let QCB ∈ U |LCB| be the suitable CB locations vector such that each
location in LCB appears exactly once in QCB.

As an example, take the network N as defined in Figure 3.2. For this net-
work, QiSS = (u3, u8, u9, u17), QSCG = ( ) and QCB = ((u3, s3), (u4, s4), (u7, s7),
(u8, s8), (u9, s10), (u12, s12), (u12, s13)).

With the above, a mix with only iSSs can be defined to be an element a of
the set {0, 1}|LiSS|, where ai = 1 means that an iSS is placed on suitable iSS
location QiSS

i in mix a and where ai = 0 means that no iSS is placed on suitable
iSS location QiSS

i in mix a. This notation works for iSSs and SCGs, but not for
CBs, since it does not take the CB-rule into account. This can be solved.

To take the CB-rule into account, first consider the term full trail again. For
a network N = (G,Fcomp, Lcomp, cap, clients), a path T on the graph G is a
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full trail if it is a path from the substation vertex u1 to a vertex that is a leaf in
the graph Gf . For a full trail T , define TQ to be the set of suitable CB locations
that occur in the full trail and define TF to be the set of fixed CBs that occur
in the full trail:

• TQ = {i|QCB
i is in T}

• TF = {(s, u) ∈ FCB|(s, u) is in T}

Then a CB mix c ∈ {0, 1}|LCB| is a feasible CB mix whenever
∑

i∈TQ
ci+|TF | ≤ 3

for all full trails T , since the CB-rule allows a maximum of 3 CBs per full trail.
Now component mixes per type are defined as follows:

• A = {0, 1}|LiSS| is the set of all feasible iSS mixes.

• B = {0, 1}|LSCG| is the set of all feasible SCG mixes.

• C = {c ∈ {0, 1}|LCB|| ∀ full trails T :
(∑

i∈TQ
ci + |TF |

)
≤ 3} is the set

of all feasible CB mixes.

With this binary notation, the following holds. For an iSS mix a ∈ A, an iSS
is placed on location QiSS

i if and only if ai = 1, and equivalently, an iSS is not
placed on location QiSS

i in iSS mix a ∈ A if and only if ai = 0. This is similar
for the SCG and CB mixes.

Now, the set of all feasible mixes is defined by M = A × B × C and the
empty mix is defined by m0 = (0,0,0). Since mixes are defined on a specific
network N and since it is often clear what network is worked with, the set of all
feasible mixes M is obviously equal to the set of all feasible mixes on N . When
it is needed to be more precise, the network will be specified in the notation. In
that case, the set of all feasible mixes on N is denoted by MN .

For an example of an unfeasible mix and a feasible mix with correct notation,
see Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 on the next page. Note that a mix can also
be represented by a binary vector of length |A| + |B| + |C| where the first |A|
coordinates correspond to the iSS placements, the following |B| coordinates
correspond to the SCG placements and the final |C| coordinates correspond to
the CB placements. A loose component c can then be defined as a binary vector
of length |A|+ |B|+ |C| and of weight 1 (ci = 1 for exactly one i ∈ {1, . . . , |A|+
|B|+ |C|}). The type of c then is iSS if ci = 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ |A|, SCG if ci = 1 for
|A|+1 ≤ i ≤ |A|+|B| and CB if ci = 1 for |A|+|B|+1 ≤ i ≤ |A|+|B|+|C|. For
example, the mix in Figure 3.5 would then be m = (0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0).
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Figure 3.4: Example of an unfeasible mix m = (0,0, (0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0))
with FiSS = {u4}, FSCG = FFCPI = ∅, FCB =
{(u1, s1), (u1, s6), (u1, s11)}, QiSS = (u3, u8, u9, u17), QSCG = ( ) and
QCB = ((u3, s3), (u4, s4), (u7, s7), (u8, s8), (u9, s10), (u12, s12), (u12, s13)).
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Figure 3.5: Example of a feasible mix m = ((0, 1, 0, 1), (1), (0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0))
with FiSS = {u4}, FSCG = FFCPI = ∅, FCB =
{(u1, s1), (u1, s6), (u1, s11)}, QiSS = (u3, u8, u9, u17), QSCG = ( ) and
QCB = ((u3, s3), (u4, s4), (u7, s7), (u8, s8), (u9, s10), (u12, s12), (u12, s13)).

Operations on mixes

For later purposes it is useful to have a notation for removing or adding a spe-
cific component. The binary notation for mixes gives us a way to handle mixes
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and components, but this is not yet sufficient. By seeing a mix as a binary
vector of length |A|+ |B|+ |C| and a component as a binary vector of the same
length and weight 1, the addition of a component c to a mix m can be seen as
the binary OR operation. The removal of a component c is a bit more difficult,
since it depends on the presence of a component in a certain mix how to do this.
To make this all clear, the following definitions and notation shall be used:

Let c be a component and let m be a mix, then:

• m + c denotes adding component c to mix m. If c is already present in
mix m, then m+ c = m.

• m − c denotes removing component c from m. If component c is not
present in mix m, then m− c = m.

3.1.3 Financial aspects
Now the notation for the financial aspects. We will start with the general notion
of the profit and then go deeper into each of the functions.

• w : M → R is the profit function

• r : M → R is the revenue function

• c : M → R is the cost function

• rCFPI : M → R is the superfluous CFPI revenue function

• rCMLM → R is the expected CML reduction revenue function

• vred : M → R is the expected CML reduction function

• v : M → R is the expected CML function

The revenue function r consists of two parts: the expected CML reduction
revenue (rCML) and the superfluous CFPI revenue (rCFPI):

w(m) = r(m)− c(m) (3.1)
r(m) = rCML(m) + rCFPI(m) (3.2)

= 20 · vred(m) + rCFPI(m) (3.3)
= 20 · (v(m)− v(m0)) + rCFPI(m) (3.4)

Here v(m) is the expected CML for mix m and v(m0) is the expected CML for
the empty mix. rCFPI can be expressed in more detail:

rCFPI(m) = qCFPI(m) · 104 (3.5)

where qCFPI(m) is the number of superfluous CFPIs in mix m and 10 000 is the
revenue per superfluous CFPI. The following definitions are needed to express
v in more detail:
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• ṽ : M×S → R is the function that gives the expected total CML for the a
specific network using mix m whenever a malfunction in section s occurs

• ˜̃v : M×S×U → R is the function that gives the expected CML using mix
m when a malfunction in section s occurs for all clients in total connected
to secondary substation u

• t : M × S × U → R is the function that gives the number of minutes that
no electricity runs through secondary substation u

• ps is the fail frequency of section s

• bu is the number of clients connected to node u

The above relate as follows:

v(m) =
∑
s∈S

ṽ(m, s) · ps (3.6)

=
∑
s∈S

(∑
u∈U

˜̃v(m, s, u)

)
· ps (3.7)

=
∑
s∈S

(∑
u∈U

t(m, s, u) · bu

)
· ps (3.8)

Note that
˜̃v(s,m,u)

bu
= t(s,m, u). Generally, the expected CML function as stated

in (3.6) will be used. The deeper levels of expected CML function as stated in
(3.7) and (3.8) are insightful as to how the calculation goes, and are only used
in specific scenarios.

Finally, the cost function c can be expressed as follows:

c(m) = 〈ciSS, a〉+ 〈cSCG, b〉+ 〈cCB, c〉 (3.9)

where m = (a, b, c) ∈ M and ciSS ∈ R|A| is the iSS cost vector, where the cost
ciSS
i corresponds to the installment and maintenance costs of an iSS on location
QiSS

i . The similar holds for cSCG and cCB, with these costs derived from DATA
(see also Table 2.1). So c(m) gives exactly the costs of a mix m.

Combining (3.1), (3.2), (3.5), (3.6) and (3.9), the profit function can be stated
in the following way:
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w(m) = r(m)− c(m)

= rCML(m) + rCFPI(m)− c(m)

= 20 · (v(m)− v(m0)) + rCFPI(m)− c(m)

= 20 ·

(∑
s∈S

ṽ(m, s) · ps −
∑
s∈S

ṽ(m0, s) · ps

)
+ qCFPI(m) · 104

− 〈ciSS, a〉+ 〈cSCG, b〉+ 〈cCB, c〉

= 20 ·

(∑
s∈S

(ṽ(m, s)− ṽ(m0, s)) · ps

)
+ qCFPI(m) · 104

− 〈ciSS, a〉+ 〈cSCG, b〉+ 〈cCB, c〉

3.2 Formally Defined: Optimal Mix Problem
With Section 3.1 providing the needed definitions, the Optimal Mix Problem
can be mathematically stated as follows:

The Optimal Mix Problem (OMP)

Let N be a network. Find mopt in MN such that

w(mopt) = max
m∈MN

w(m) (3.10)

Here, again, MN is the set of all feasible mixes on N and w is the profit func-
tion. (3.10) is a nice summary of what has been stated so far about OMP. In
order to maximize the profit, it is needed to minimize expected CML while also
minimizing the component costs and maximizing the superfluous CPFIs. And
in order to minimize the CML we need the notion of a medium voltage network
and its topology, and so on.

An important notion to make is that OMP is a combined optimization problem
and is equivalent to the following:

The Optimal Mix Combined Problem (OMCP)

Let N be a network. Find mopt in AN ×BN × CN such that

w(mopt) = max
(a,b,c)∈AN×BN×CN

w(a, b, c) (3.11)

It is clear that OMP and OMCP are equivalent. Noting the combined optimiza-
tion problem property of OMP is useful for analyzing and constructing possible
optimization algorithms. Simply said, OMP being a combined optimization
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problem means that OMP exists of multiple optimization problems, namely the
optimal iSS-mix problem, the optimal SCG-mix problem and the optimal CB-
mix problem. All problems can be attacked separately to find an optimal mix
of that specific component (so where no components of other types are added
to the network). For OMP however, we want to combine the three separate
problems to obtain the optimal mix, which is a iSS-, SCG-, and CB-mix. How
the combined optimization problem property can be used to solve OMP will be
elaborated in Chapter 7.

The critical subject that has not been mentioned so far, is the method that is
used to calculate w(m). This shall be treated in more depth in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4

The Optimal Mix Model

The Optimal Mix Model is developed by Alliander in order to solve the Optimal
Mix Problem. The current version of the model will be explained in this chapter
by looking at two different aspects. Firstly, the outline of the model as a whole
will be considered. Secondly, the objective function that determines the profit
per mix is treated.

4.1 Outline
Figure 4.1 is a visualization that represents the Optimal Mix Model. We will
treat the blocks in this visualization phase by phase. There are four phases
in the model to be considered: determination of suitable locations, generation
of mixes, selection of mixes and evaluation of mixes. These phases are colored
yellow, green, blue and red respectively in the visualization.

4.1.1 Determination of suitable locations
INPUT: DATA
OUTPUT: QiSS, QCB and QSCG

This is where the algorithm determines what locations are suitable for a com-
ponent to be placed. All these locations and their properties are retrieved from
DATA (as defined in Section 3.1). To be specific, for the iSS options all the
secondary substations are reviewed, for the CB options all sections and their
connections to secondary substations are reviewed and for the SCG all pairs of
secondary substations are reviewed. This action is represented by the functions
f iSS : DATA→ U , fSCG : DATA→ (U ×U) and fCB : DATA→ (S×U) (as defined
in Section 3.1.1). As specified before, these functions are assumed to exist and
to give us the correct output. In reality, these functions check and filter all
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Figure 4.1: Visualization of the Optimal Mix Model

locations on all kinds of component specific rules. These rules are not relevant
for the remainder of this thesis, and therefore will not be stated here.

Next, the algorithm orders all suitable locations per component and outputs
a list of suitable locations per component, QiSS, QCB and QSCG respectively (as
defined in Section 3.1.2). The determination of suitable locations is colored yel-
low in Figure 4.1.

4.1.2 Generation
INPUT: QiSS, QCB and QSCG

OUTPUT: A∗, B∗, C∗ and M∗

This phase, represented by the green blocks in Figure 4.1, has A∗, B∗, C∗ and
M∗ as output, where you might expect to see A, B, C and M , the sets of mixes
as defined in Section 3.1.2. This deserves some elaboration.

The Optimal Mix Model uses a brute force approach to determine the opti-
mal mix. The model does not evaluate every single mix however. Some mixes
are unfeasible thanks to the CB-rule that only allows mixes with at most three
CBs per long trail. These unfeasible mixes are generated by the model and need
to be filtered out. Secondly, some simple eliminations, fabricated by experience
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and expertise, are applied to rule out mixes that often have a low chance of
being an optimal mix in order to lower the running time. Consequently, not all
mixes are reviewed. Therefore we need the notion of a reduced set of mixes,
and therefore A∗, B∗, C∗ and M∗ are introduced. A definition per reduced set
follows below. The eliminations also become clear from these definitions.

• A∗ = {a ∈ A | rules (i), (ii) and (iii) hold for a} with rules:

(i) a contains at most three iSSs per route

(ii) a does not contain two neighbouring iSSs

(iii) a contains at least one iSS at an NOP. Consequently, if a contains
only one iSS, then the iSS is located at an NOP

• B∗ = {b ∈ B | b contains at most three new CBs per route}

• C∗ = {c ∈ C | c contains at most three SCGs per route}

• M∗ = A∗ ×B∗ × C∗

Note that B satisfies the CB-rule and therefore B∗ does too. Also note that
using rules (i), (ii) and (iii) generally gives better mixes, but does not assure
that the optimal mix is not excluded.

All in all, in the generation phase the model generates the reduced sets of mixes
per component A∗, B∗ and C∗, as well as the reduced set of all mixes M∗ with
the use of the placement location vectors QiSS, QCB and QSCG.

In Figure 4.1 we can distinguish three types of generation blocks. Firstly, we
have the block that says Generate mixes (≤ 3). Here, all (not necessarily feasi-
ble) mixes per component are created with at most three components added to
the empty mix.

Secondly, in the block called Filter, the current sets of mixes are filtered by
applying the CB-rule, for feasibility of CB mixes, and rules (i), (ii) and (iii) for
relaxation of iSS mixes. Note that the set of SCG mixes does not need to be
filtered. The output of these blocks are A∗, B∗ and C∗ respectively.

Finally, the reduced sets are combined in the block Merge mixes to give M∗
as output.
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4.1.3 Selection
INPUT: M∗, A∗EV

1

OUTPUT: A∗SEL and M∗SEL

The selection phase, represented by the color blue in Figure 4.1, contains another
elimination method to lower the running time. It consists of two steps. The first
step happens in the block named Select iSS mixes. Here, it selects the 30 most
promising mixes from the set of evaluated iSS mixes, A∗EV (see Section 4.1.4),
and puts these in the set A∗SEL. Additionally, a = 0 is always included in A∗SEL.
Next, in Select mixes, mixes fromM∗ are selected and put in the setM∗SEL such
that (a, b, c) ∈M∗SEL if and only if a ∈ A∗SEL. All in all, the Optimal Mix Model
chooses only to evaluate those mixes that have one of the thirty most promising
iSS mixes in it.

4.1.4 Evaluation
INPUT: m0 ∈DATA, A∗, M∗SEL

OUTPUT: A∗EV and M∗EV

The evaluation phase is where the brute force occurs. The phase is represented
by the color red in Figure 4.1 and consists of three blocks. In each block, the
same principle is applied: the profit function w : M → R, also called the evalua-
tion or objective function, is applied to all the mixes in the input. For Evaluate
empty mix, Evaluate iSS mixes and Evaluate mixes the input is A∗, m0 and
M∗SEL respectively. All mixes are evaluated separately. In other words, brute
force is applied to the input. The output is a list of all relevant results per mix,
such as the profit, the cost and revenue, the expected CML and expected CML
reduction etcetera.

After the model finishes Evaluate mixes, the algorithm is finished and a list of
mixes is obtained, containing the optimal mix from the set M∗SEL. As stated
before, it is not certain that the actual optimal mix is found, since some empirical
based eliminations are applied during the process. The found mix is still a very
good approximation of the optimal mix, since the eliminations are based on
expertise and experience. However, the running time of the model still leaves
a lot to be desired. On average it takes 3 to 4 days to run the model for a
single substation. Considering the 350 substations that Liander maintains, it
can take more than 3 years to complete the search for all optimal mixes. This is
unacceptably long for operation practices. It appears that the hard part of the
Optimal Mix Model lies in evaluating the mixes, even while some smart filtering
and selection happens. It would be beneficial to lower the running time, or, in
other words, to lower the number of mixes that are evaluated, and still obtain
mixes that approximate the optimal mix very well.

The above gave rise to start a project on improvement possibilities of the
1See Section 4.1.4
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Optimal Mix Model and ultimately gave rise to this paper on optimization of
the model. Before we will take a look at improvement options, we will first
go into more detail of the objective function, in order to fully understand the
Optimal Mix Model.

4.2 The objective function
Recall the objective function for the Optimal Mix Problem, the profit function
w : M → R:

w(m) = r(m)− c(m) (4.1)
= un(m) + vred(m)− c(m) (4.2)

where un : M → R is the superfluous CFPI function, v : M → R is the
expected CML function and c : M → R is the cost function (as defined in
Section 3.1.3). It is quite easy to calculate c(m) and un(m) for each mix: for
c(m), use Formula 3.9, and for un(m), use 3.5, where qu can easily be counted.
The difficulty starts when trying to determine v(m). Alliander has developed
an elaborate method that is able to calculate the CML for a certain mix when
a certain section malfunctions by accurately simulating the malfunction attack
scheme by Liander, called the malfunction simulation model (MSM). Broadly,
MSM takes a certain mix m and section s as input, and returns ṽ(m, s), the
CML for mix m when section s malfunctions. This functionality of MSM is
sufficient knowledge for now. The next chapter goes into more depth on the
malfunction attack scheme and MSM.

Now that we have a way of determining the CML for a mix per malfunc-
tioning section, we can represent the current objective function wcurrent in a
visualization, see Figure 4.2.

The red block in this figure corresponds to the red blocks in Figure 4.1. A
red block takes a list of mixes as input, evaluates them one by one using wcurrent,
and then outputs a list of evaluated mixes. An evaluated mix mEV consists of
the profit of the corresponding mix m, together with all the information that
was determined in the process of calculating the profit.

wcurrent is represented by the numbered blocks on the right. The following
happens here:

1. Choose a section s in the set of sections S.

2. Simulate a malfunction in section s on mix m using the malfunction sim-
ulation model.

3. The malfunction simulation model determines the CML per customer for
a power outage on mix m caused by a malfunction in section s.

4. The malfunction simulation model sums the CML over all customers, to
obtain ṽ(m, s), the CML in total for a power outage on mix m caused by
a malfunction in section s.
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Figure 4.2: Visualization of the current objective function wcurrent

5. Multiply ṽ(m, s) by the fail frequency ps of s to obtain the yearly expected
CML for a power outage on mix m caused by a malfunction in section s.

6. Remove s from the set of sections S.

7. If S is not empty, then there are still sections in mix m to simulate a
malfunction on. Repeat the above when such is the case. If S is empty,
all possible malfunctions have been simulated: continue to the next step.

8. Sum all the yearly expected CML per section, to obtain v(m) the yearly
expected CML for mix m for the whole substation, giving v(m).

9. Compare v(m) to v(m0) to determine vred(m), the yearly expected CML
reduction for the whole network. The yearly expected CML reduction
revenue is equal to 20 · vred(m).

10. SCGs, iSSs and CBs in m induce remotely checkability on points where
CFPIs may be installed. Count all these superfluous CFPIs to correctly
determine the revenue un(m).

11. Calculate r(m) by using formula 3.2.

12. Calculate c(m) by using formula 3.9.

13. Calculate w(m) by using formula 3.1.

Summarizing the above, the objective function uses the malfunction simu-
lation model to determine the CML per malfunction on a section, and then the
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rest follows quite easy from the correct information in DATA together with the
formulas from chapter 3.

4.3 Sections to malfunction
At last, an important remark needs to be made concerning the objective function
and the model as a whole. In Figure 4.2 it states that a malfunction is simulated
on all sections in S per mix. In reality, the Optimal Mix Model evaluates the
mixes on route level, and later combines the results on route level to gain the
results on substation level. It is implemented this way, since the addition of
one component does not influence the expected CML for each single route in
the substation. Evaluating on route level skips a lot of unneeded simulations.
The results for a mix on route level can be combined using a certain method to
gain the results for mixes on substation level. This method includes comparing
results of iSSs that influence more than one route.

Since the above does not change the output or functionality of the model,
we will not go into detail of the comparing method. The remark is mentioned
however, because it offers a bit more insight to how precise the model works, and
this helps in understanding how the algorithms are defined later on in Chapter
6.
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Chapter 5

Complexity of the Optimal
Mix Problem

The Optimal Mix Model solves the Optimal Mix Problem, but has a long run-
ning time for relatively small sizes of input in doing so. This could indicate two
things. The Optimal Mix Model could be not efficiently programmed while the
Optimal Mix Problem is actually solvable in polynomial time. The other, more
likely, possibility is that the Optimal Mix Problem can simply not be solved
efficiently, and therefore finding the Optimal Mix becomes very hard. When a
problem is not efficiently solvable, it gives ground to using approximation algo-
rithms instead.

This chapter is dedicated to analyze the mathematical complexity of the
Optimal Mix Problem by looking at the complexity class NP. First, a definition
for the class NP is given. Afterwards, the decision variant of the Optimal Mix
Problem is defined. Thirdly, the Malfunction Simulation Model is explained
in more detail to show that it is in fact an algorithm that solves an NP-hard
optimization problem. The chapter concludes with a intuitive proof that the
Optimal Mix Model is harder than NP.

5.1 Decision Problem Variant of the Optimal Mix
Problem

The complexity classes used in this chapter say something about decision prob-
lems. If a problem is not a decision problem, it might be possible to define a
decision variant of that problem. Then, if that decision problem falls in to a
certain complexity class, this complexity also says something useful about the
original problem. How this is done exactly will become clear later in this chap-
ter.

Since the Optimal Mix Problem as stated in 3.10 is not a decision problem,
it is first needed to define the decision variant of the Optimal Mix Problem.
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The variant is worded as follows:

The Optimal Mix Decision Problem (OMDP)

Let N be a network and let Z ∈ R. Is there an m ∈MN such that

w(m) ≥ Z (5.1)

The decision problem 5.1 asks whether a certain profit bound Z on a certain
network N can be met. If for an instance I = (N,Z) there is a mix m ∈ MN

such that w(m) ≥ Z, then the answer to the instance I is "yes". If such an m
does not exist, then the answer to the instance I is "no".

5.2 Complexity classes
In order to finally classify OMDP, it is needed to take a look at the definitions
of complexity classes. The complexity of a problem says something about how
easy it is to solve that problem. Two of these classes for decision problems are
P and NP. Decision problems in the class P can be described as "easy to solve
efficiently". When a problem is in NP, it may already be a bit more difficult
to solve. To say something about the complexity of the decision variant of the
Optimal Mix Problem, a way to work with the class NP is given in this section,
as well as for the term NP-hardness.

5.2.1 Complexity class NP

Informally, the complexity class NP can be defined to be "the class of all decision
problems Π that, under reasonable encoding schemes, can be solved by polyno-
mial time nondeterministic algorithms", as cited in [2] by Garey and Johnson.
In [2] a nondeterministic algorithm is described as an algorithm with a guessing
stage and a checking stage. Given a problem instance I, the nondeterministic
algorithm first guesses a possible solution S. During the checking stage I and S
are used as input and the algorithm computes either until the computing halts
and the answer "yes" is given (S indeed is a solution to I), until the computing
halts and the answer "no" is given (S is not a solution to I) or the computing
never halts. As said by Garey and Johnson, the "no" case and "never halting"
case do not need to be distinguished.

With the above, to prove that a decision problem Π is in NP, it is sufficient
to show that an answer S to a random instance I of problem Π can be declared
as a "yes"-answer or a "no"-answer by a polynomial time algorithm. In partic-
ular, to prove that a decision problem Π is in NP, it is sufficient to be able to
verify with a polynomial time algorithm whether a possible solution S to Π, is
a "yes"-answer or not. If such a polynomial time algorithm does not exist, the
decision problem Π is not in NP.
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5.2.2 NP-completeness and NP-hardness
A decision problem Π is said to be NP-complete whenever Π ∈NP and for all
other decision problems Π′ ∈NP, there is a polynomial time reduction algorithm
that reduces Π′ to Π (see [2]). This means that when a problem is NP-complete,
it is at least as hard as all other problems in NP. NP-completeness is an useful
term when considering the whole of NP. For example, whenever it is discovered
that a certain NP-complete problem Π can be solved in polynomial time, then all
problems in NP can be solved in polynomial time, since all problems in NP can
be reduced by a polynomial time algorithm to Π. It is said that an NP-complete
problem can not be solved in polynomial time, unless P=NP (see [2]).

A problem that is at least as hard as an NP-complete problem, is NP-hard.
Trivially, all NP-complete problems are NP-hard. A problem that can not be
proved to be in NP, but that can be proved to be at least as hard as an NP-
complete problem, also is an NP-complete problem.

A problem Π is proved to be NP-hard when a polynomial time reduction
from an NP-hard problem Π′ to Π can be given. With this, it should be clear to
see that an NP-hard problem can not be solved in polynomial time unless P=NP,
similar to NP-complete problems.

5.3 The Malfunction Simulation Model
The Optimal Mix Model makes use of the Malfunction Simulation Model. View-
ing this model in more detail helps to analyze the complexity of OMP and
OMDP. As stated in the previous chapter, MSM is a model build to simulate
the malfunction attack scheme in order to determine CML for a power outage
caused by a malfunction in a specific section. The malfunction attack scheme
of Liander prescribes what actions to take in case of a real power outage on
the medium voltage grid. Therefore, simulating this scheme is a correct way of
determining the expected CML. In this section the malfunction attack scheme
is broadly introduced and how MSM simulates the malfunction attack scheme
is shortly explained.

Whenever a power outage occurs, the goal is to isolate the malfunctioning
section and provide the clients with energy again as fast as possible. How this
should be done is precisely described in the malfunction attack scheme (see [1]).
The scheme describes five phases:

0. The affected area is determined by open points and autonomous security.

1. The affected area is reduced on the basis of remote checkability and remote
controllability.

2. The affected area is reduced on the basis of remote checkability.

3. The malfunctioning cable is found and isolated by using local checkability.
Afterwards, the affected area is reduced on the basis of the isolated malfunc-
tion.
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4. The remaining affected area is provided of power again by switching load
and/or deployment of generators.

Phase 0 is the initial phase where the area affected by the power outage is de-
termined on the basis of which CB was triggered and on basis of the locations
of the open points. No action is taken in this phase, therefore it is called phase
0.

Phases 1 and 2 are the phases where the functionalities of installed com-
ponents are used, such as the remote controllability of the iSS or the remote
checkability of the SCG. It is possible for the malfunctioning cable to already be
isolated after phase 1 or phase 2. When a route does not have certain compo-
nents installed, less actions can be taken in this phase, and more shall be done
in the next phase.

Local checkability is used in phase 3 on the area that is now still affected
by the power outage. Each secondary substation is locally checkable, meaning
that mechanics can check a secondary substation to see whether a short circuit
has passed or not. At the end of phase 3, the malfunctioning cable is isolated.

There may still be powerless secondary substations after phase 3. Phase 4 is
used to switch certain flows of electricity or to deploy generators such that these
secondary substations are also provided with electricity again, without affecting
other clients.

Phases 0 and 4 are the easier phases to simulate. The harder parts of the
malfunction attack scheme to simulate are phases 1, 2 and 3, which all are opti-
mization problems in itself. The goal of phases 1, 2 and 3 is to utilize the least
number of actions while reducing the affected area as largely as possible and
while maximizing the rest-capacity of the network. This problem is called the
Switch Planner Problem and shall be explained in the next section.

5.4 The Switch Planner Problem (SPP)
As stated in the previous section, the Switch Planner Problem (SPP) occurs
in three phases in the malfunction simulation model, where the difference per
phase lies in the information and methods available. This section is dedicated
to explaining SPP by giving new definitions, by defining the variables needed
for SPP, by giving an example of an SPP instance and finally by giving SPP as
a mixed integer linear program. First, a global sketch of SPP is given. here

The idea of SPP is as follows. For the initial situation of SPP, an open point
will be placed closest to the malfunction. Here, ’closest’ is based on the current
information, such as possible remote checkability. It is known where this open
point will be placed, and therefore it is known what part of the affected area
will become disconnected from the malfunction. The goal is to provide this part
of the affected area with electricity again, and to do this in the least amount
of actions as possible, such as the malfunction attack scheme describes. The
additional goal is to maximize the rest-capacity of the ’open point to be placed’
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that disconnects the malfunction from a part of the network, such that future
actions may become easier to execute. This makes SPP a minimizing problem,
where the number of actions and the negative rest-capacity of the open point to
be placed are minimized. The following subsections explain this in more detail.

5.4.1 Definitions
SPP is defined for only the relevant part of a network. Here, relevant means
relevant for a specific malfunction. On only this relevant part of the network,
actions are performed. To mathematically define this relevant part correctly,
the following defitions are needed:

H = {Sections of the (relevant part of the) network} (5.2)

H1 = {h ∈ H|h lies in affected area, OPs on edge of area included} (5.3)

H2 = {h ∈ H|h lies in unaffected area, OPs on edge of area excluded}
(5.4)

HOP = {h ∈ H1|h contains an OP on edge of (un)affected area} (5.5)
R = {Affected secondary substations} (5.6)

r0 ∈ R is secondary substation closest to ’OP to be placed’ (5.7)

HSWT = {h ∈ H1|h is switchable} (5.8)

∀p ∈HSWT, q ∈ R :

Pathp
q = {h ∈ HSWT|h is p or lies between p and q}
∪ {h ∈ H2|h lies between p and substation}

(5.9)

cap :H → R is the rest-capacity function (5.10)
load :R→ R is the load function (5.11)

α : H×HOP ×R defined as α(h, p, q) =

{
1 if h ∈ Pathp

q

0 otherwise
(5.12)

Being switchable for a section means that an open point on that section can be
closed or an open point can be placed on that section. The rest-capacity of a
section h is the capacity of h minus the electricity flow through h in the initial
situation. With this, the capacity function defined here is different from the one
defined in Section 3.1.1. The load function gives the demanded electricity for a
certain secondary substation, which is called the load.

Note that the sets and functions of an instance of SPP defined above do not
change throughout solving the problem. This means for example that an open
point may be closed or created, but HOP remains the same set. The different
configurations of the network, such as the initial situation, are not described
with above definitions but with other variables. The next section explains this.
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5.4.2 Variables
To describe the situation of the network, the following variables are needed:

∀h ∈ HSWT ch =

{
1 if h closed
0 if h open

(5.13)

∀p ∈ HOP, q ∈ R vpq =

{
1 if p provides q
0 otherwise

(5.14)

∀h ∈ H Sh ∈ R is amount of electricity on top of initial situation
(5.15)

ρ ∈ R is rest-capacity of ’OP to be placed’ (5.16)

In the above, ’p provides q’ means that the secondary substation q is connected
to the substation, the power source, again, and that the path over closed sec-
tions from the substation towards q includes section p.

5.4.3 Example
An example of how the variables and definitions describe an instance of SPP is
given in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Example of an SPP instance
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In Figure 5.1, the definitions are as follows:

H = {1, . . . , 12}
H1 = {1, . . . , 7}
H2 = {8, . . . , 12}

HOP = {3, 5, 7}
R = {a, b, c, e, g}
r0 = a

HSWT = H1 = {1, . . . , 7}
Path3

c = {11, 10, 8, 3}
Path7

c = {12, 7, 6, 4, 2}

The initial situation is describes as follows:

c3 = c5 = c7 = 0

c1 = c2 = c4 = c6 = 1

∀p ∈ HOP, q ∈ R, vpq = 0

∀h ∈ H, Sh = 0

A possible situation, by closing section 7 is then described as follows:

c3 = c5 = 0

c1 = c2 = c4 = c6 = c7 = 1

∀q ∈ R, v7q = 1

∀q ∈ R, v3q = v5q = 0

S4 = load(a) + load(b) + load(c)

S3 = 0

S10 = 0

S12 =
∑
r∈R

load(r)
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5.4.4 Objective function and constraints
Now that everything is defined, the Switch Planner Problem can be stated:

Switch Planner Problem

For a network described by (5.2)-(5.16), minimize: ∑
h∈HSWT∩HOP

ch +
∑

h∈HSWT\HOP

−ch

 · f − ρ
subject to:

A)
∑

h∈HSWT

ch = |HOP ∩HSWT|,

B) ∀p ∈ HOP,∀q ∈ R :

B1) ∀h ∈ Pathp
q ∩HSWT, vpq ≤ ch,

B2)

 ∑
h∈Pathp

q∩HSWT

ch

− vpq ≤ |Pathp
q ∩HSWT| − 1,

C) ∀q ∈ R :
∑

p∈HSWT

vpq = 1,

D) ∀h ∈ H : Sh =
∑

p∈HOP

∑
q∈R

load(q) · vpq · α(h, p, q),

E) ∀h ∈ H : Sh ≤ cap(h),

F) ∀h ∈ H : ρ+ Sh + f ·
∑

p s.t. h∈Pathp
r0

vpr0 ≤ cap(h) + f

(5.17)

The objective function states that the number of actions should be minimized
with a certain factor f , and that −ρ should be minimized, where the an action
is either creating an open point or closing an open point. The factor f depends
on the situation of the instance. There are different cases of which two are im-
portant for now. The case f = 0: this occurs whenever remote controllability
can be utilized, since all actions can be taken at once, and taking one additional
action does not influence the CML. When f = 0, only minimizing −ρ has the
priority.

The other case is f = (maxh∈H cap(h)) · 1000 or any other f such that f is
larger than the capacity that ρ might have. In this case, taking extra actions
does influence the CML caused by the power outage. The priority goes to min-
imizing the number of actions, and second priority goes to maximizing ρ.

The constraints are defined such that the final solution meet the require-
ments and definitions of a network. Constraint C) requires the solution to be
connected, by demanding every secondary substation q ∈ R to be connected to
the power source through exactly one OP in HOP.

When the solution is connected with C), then A) demands the solution to
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be a tree. A) is somewhat similar to the theorem that a connected graph on n
vertices without cycles contains exactly n− 1 edges.

Constraints B1) and B2) requires the solution to have the vpq and ch to fit
with each other with how they have been defined in Section 5.4.2. Constraint
D) makes Sh fit with the vpq for each h ∈ H.

Constraint E) makes sure that Sh does not exceed the maximum cap(h) for
each h ∈ H.

Finally, constraint F ) requires ρ to be the minimum rest-capacity of all sec-
tions together and can be seen as the definition of ρ.

With all of the above, SPP is formally stated.

5.5 NP-hardness for SPP
The proof of NP-hardness for the Switch Planner Problem goes by a reduction
from the Partition Problem. The Partition Problem is known to be NP-hard,
see [2] where it is listed as an NP-complete problem. The Partition Problem is
defined as follows.

Partition Problem

For a set S with elements in ∈ N, find S1, S2 ⊂ S such that:

1) S1 ∩ S2 = ∅
2) S1 ∪ S2 = S

3)
∑
s∈S1

s =
∑
s∈S2

s

For example, with S = {1, 2, 3} a solution is S1 = {1, 2} and S2 = {3} and with
S = {1, 2} there is no solution.

The Partition Problem can be seen as a decision problem when asking: for
an S, do such S1, S2 ⊂ S exist. The decision problem variant SPDP of SPP is
worded as follows:

Switch Planner Decision Problem

For a network described by (5.2)-(5.16) and a N ∈ N, are there ch ∈ {0, 1} for
h ∈ HSWT such that: ∑

h∈HSWT∩HOP

ch +
∑

h∈HSWT\HOP

−ch

 · f − ρ ≤ N (5.18)

subject to 5.17A)-5.17F)?
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Now the proof of NP-hardness of SPDP goes as follows. Given a set S =
{s1, . . . , sn} with si ∈ N, define an instance of SPDP as in Figure 5.2. Ei-
ther take f = 0 or f =

(∑
s∈S s

)
· 1000, and take N =

(∑
s∈S s

)
· |H| · 106.

t1

b1

s1

t2

b2

s2

t3

b3

s3

tn

bn

sn

· · ·

· · ·

· · ·

Figure 5.2: SPP instance corresponding to the Partion Problem instance S =
{s1, . . . , sn}

Figure 5.2 does not include the names of the sections. The sections are named
as follows. For each i ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}, section hi,1 = (ti, si), hi,2 = (bi, si),
hi,3 = (ti, ti+1), hi,4 = (si, si+1) and hi,5 = (bi, bi+1). Furthermore, h0,1 and h0,2
are the sections from the power source to t1 and b1 respectively, hn,1 = (tn, sn)
and hn,2 = (bn, sn). With this, this instance is further defined by:

H = {hi,j |(i, j) ∈ {0, n} × {1, 2} or (i, j) ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1} × {3, . . . , 5}}
H1 = {hi,j |(i, j) ∈ {1, . . . , n} × {1, 2} or (i, j) ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1} × {4}}
H2 = {hi,j |(i, j) ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1} × {3, 5} or (i, j) ∈ {0} × {1, 2}}

HOP = {hi,j |(i, j) ∈ {1, 2} × {1, . . . , n}}
R = {si|i ∈ {1, . . . , n}}
r0 = sn

HSWT = H1

cap(h0,1) = cap(h0,2) = 1
2 ·
∑
s∈S

s

For all other h ∈ H, cap(h) =∞
∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, load(si) = si
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And the initial situation is described as follows:

∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, chi,1 = 0

∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, chi,2 = 0

For all other h ∈ HSWT, ch = 1

∀p ∈ HOP, q ∈ R, vpq = 0

∀h ∈ H, Sh = 0

The construction from Figure 5.2 forces a solution to this instances to have
certain properties. These properties form the proof to the reduction being a
correct one. The following steps prove this:

1. In a feasible solution, each secondary substation si in R is connected to
the substation through either the top branch (containing h0,1) or through
the bottom branch (containing h0,2). Namely, if si is connected to the
substation through both the top branch and the bottom branch, then a
cycle occurs in the solution, because sections hi,3 and hi,5 are not switch-
able for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n−1}, but cycles are not permitted with constraints
A) and C).
For i < n, si is connected to the top branch by opening section hi,4 and
closing section hi,1, so by setting chi,4

= 0 and chi,1
= 1. For i < n, si is

connected to the bottom branch by setting chi,4
= 0 and chi,2

= 1. Finally,
sn is connected to either the top branch or bottom branch by by setting
chn,1 = 1 or by setting chn,2 = 1.

2. In a feasible solution it holds that

Sh0,1
= Sh0,2

= 1
2

∑
s∈S

s

To start, the previous point forces the si to be connected to the substation
through either h0,1 or h0,2, and not both. With constraint D) it holds that

∀h ∈ H : Sh =
∑

p∈HOP

∑
q∈R

load(q) · vpq · α(h, p, q)

meaning here that specifically Sh0,1
is equal to the sum of the si such that

h0,1 provides si with electricity, since all other loads are 0. Then,

Sh0,1
=
∑
si∈S

load(si) · vh0,1
si · α(h0,1, h0,1, si)

which is
Sh0,1 =

∑
si∈S

si · vh0,1
si · α(h0,1, h0,1, si)

Since the similar holds for Sh0,2
, but for exactly the complement, it holds

that
Sh0,2 =

∑
si∈S

si · (1− vh0,1
si ) · α(h0,1, h0,1, si)
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In particular, this implies Sh0,1 + Sh0,2 =
∑

s∈S s. Now, suppose Sh0,1 is
below the rest-capacity cap(h0,1), so

Sh0,1 < cap(h0,1) = 1
2

∑
s∈S

s

Then

Sh0,2 =

(∑
s∈S

s

)
− Sh0,1 >

(∑
s∈S

s

)
−

(
1
2

∑
s∈S

s

)
= 1

2

∑
s∈S

s

which is in contradiction with constraint E). So the solution is unfeasible,
and it must hold that

Sh0,1
= Shh0,2 = 1

2

∑
s∈S

s

3. Now suppose that a feasible solution has been found to the instance in
Figure 5.2. Then ch for h ∈ HSWT are found such that

Sh0,1
= Sh0,2

= 1
2

∑
s∈S

s

Then the solution is a "yes"-answer if Formula 5.18 holds. Here, ρ = 0
and definitely ∑

h∈HSWT∩HOP

ch +
∑

h∈HSWT\HOP

−ch

 < |H|

Also, as defined, N =
(∑

s∈S s
)
· |H| · 106, and either f = 0 or f =(∑

s∈S s
)
· 1000, resulting in Formula 5.18 to hold. In particular, this

means that every feasible solution is a "yes"-answer to this instance of the
SPDP.

4. The next step of the proof is the insight that each "yes"-answer (S1, S2)
to the Partition Problem instance S implies a "yes"-answer to the con-
structed SPDP instance here, by arranging the ch exactly such that

∀s1 ∈ S1 : vh0,1
s1 = 1 ∧ vh0,2

s1 = 0

∀s2 ∈ S2 : vh0,1
s2 = 0 ∧ vh0,2

s2 = 1

and
Sh0,1 =

∑
s∈S1

s = 1
2

∑
s∈S

=
∑
s∈S2

s = Sh0,2

Also, a "yes"-answer (ch0,1
, . . . , chn,2

) to this SPDP instance implies a
"yes"-answer to the Partition Problem instance S by defining

S1 = {si|vh0,1
si }
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S2 = {si|vh0,2
si } = S\S1

Hereby it is proven that the reduction from the Partition Problem instance
S to the SPDP instance is correct.

5. The last step of the proof is noting that the reduction from the Partition
Problem to the SPDP instance is a polynomial time reduction. Namely,
the input for the reduction is of size |S| = n, and the reduction only uses
linear operations, meaning it is in O(m · n) for some m ∈ N.

6. Since the Partition Problem is NP-hard, we can conclude that SPDP is
NP-hard (see Section 5.2.2).

Now that it is proven that SPDP is NP-hard, it follows that SPP is NP-hard too.
Namely, suppose that SPP is not NP-hard. Then it is strictly "easier" to find
the minimum of the objective function in Formula 5.17 than to decide whether
a solution exists below a certain bound N ∈ N (since SDPD is NP-hard), which
is a contradiction.

5.6 NP-hardness for OMDP
So far in this chapter the definition for OMDP is given, the definitions for the
class NP, for NP-completeness and for NP-hardness are given, a more detailed
overview of MSM is given, stating that MSM solves the optimization problem
SPP (see Problem 5.17) and wrapping up with a proof that SPP is NP-hard.
This section will use all of this to show that OMDP is a decision problem that
is not in NP and therefore harder than NP.

With the definitions from Section 5.2 a decision problem Π is in NP if a pos-
sible solution S to an instance I of Π can be verified to be a "yes"-answer or
not by a polynomial time algorithm. Now assume P 6=NP and suppose I is an in-
stance of OMDP with profit boundary Z and S is a solution to I. Then, as part
of checking whether w(S) ≥ Z, the expected CML reduction revenue rCML(S)
of S needs to be determined (see Chapter 3). To do so, the minimization prob-
lem 5.17 needs to be solved for each section in the instance I. This problem is
NP-hard and therefore there exists no polynomial time algorithm to solve unless
P=NP. Since we assumed that P6=NP, we can conclude that there exists no poly-
nomial time algorithm to solve 5.17 to determine rCML(S). Therefore, there is
no polynomial time algorithm that can verify S to be a "yes"-answer or not to
the OMDP instance I, and therefore OMDP is not in NP.

For OMP, the same argument holds. For a mix of a certain instance of OMP,
the profit of the mix can not be determined by a polynomial time algorithm,
since the expected CML reduction revenue needs to be determined, what can
only be done by solving the NP-hard problem 5.17 multiple times. Therefore,
OMP is also harder than a problem in NP. As for many complexity proofs, this
does depend on the assumption that P6=NP, but this is a fair assumption to
make.

Now both OMDP and OMP are not in NP, which makes them harder to solve
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than problems in NP. Therefore OMDP and OMP trivially are at least as hard
as any NP-complete problem, which makes both OMDP and OMP NP-hard. In
particular this makes OMP not efficiently solvable.

All in all we can conclude the following from this chapter. With the assumption
that P6=NP, we see that problems in P are solvable in polynomial time and NP-
hard problems are not. Since both OMDP and OMP are even harder than
problems in NP, it makes them both at least NP-hard, and both are not solvable
in polynomial time. In other words, the Optimal Mix Problem is not efficiently
solvable.

Now that OMP is not efficiently solvable, there is more ground to go and
try and to approximate the optimal mix instead of solving OMP completely.
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Chapter 6

Heuristic methods for the
Optimal Mix Problem

Heuristic methods in mathematics are a class of approximation algorithms that
are well-grounded based on expertise and empirical analysis, but there is no
guarantee to how well the methods approximate an optimal solution. However,
heuristic methods do often achieve a sufficient goal. There are many different
heuristic algorithms, each with their own strengths and weaknesses. Under-
standing what algorithms are applicable and what methods might be good for
a certain optimization problem, requires great understanding of that problem.
In this chapter it is analyzed how heuristic techniques can be utilized to ap-
proximate the solution to the Optimal Mix Problem. The chapter consists of
two parts. First, it is shown how heuristics are proposed to be used to change
the structure of the current Optimal Mix Model. Secondly, the relevant results
of the analysis of the output of the current model for OMP are stated and ex-
plained to gain better understanding of the problem. This chapter forms the
basis of the algorithms to be defined in the next chapter.

6.1 Proposed heuristic model
The current Optimal Mix Model (see Figure 4.1) contains two flaws that could
be solved by applying heuristic methods. The flaws in question are long running
time and absence of using generated information. Both are a consequence of
the brute force like method that the current model uses during the evaluation
of mixes. Except for one selection step based on promising iSS mixes, simply
all mixes are evaluated one by one while no information about the finished eval-
uations is used in a following evaluation.

By using information generated in previous steps, an approximation algo-
rithm could take a shorter running time while still finding a solution of the
desired quality. Both flaws are attacked with this, since it aims to shorten
running time by using generated information. The concept of using already
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generated information is a property often found in heuristics and will form the
base of the heuristic algorithms proposed in this paper.

The proposed model (or structure) of these algorithms is in Figure 6.1. This
structure uses the same colors as the current model to indicate what is done in
these steps of the algorithm. From this it can be seen that only the determina-
tion phase is unchanged. In the generation phase the obligatory maximum of
three components is dropped, as well as the filters on the iSS (see Section 4.1.2).
Though not specifically mentioned in Figure 6.1, the CB-rule is not dropped. It
is taken into the standard rules of generating a CB mix at any time that a CB
mix is generated. Making use of generated results happens in the loop at the
bottom. Mixes are evaluated and then it is checked whether its STOP require-
ments are met. In case that they are met, the algorithm is finished and outputs
its results. Otherwise, mixes are selected from the evaluated mixes based on
algorithm specific rules, (new) mixes are generated on basis of the selection of
mixes, and afterwards these are evaluated again, and so on.

Note that a specific algorithm can specify its own requirements and rules
during a certain phase of the algorithm, which will specify the algorithm. So,
for example, an algorithm is allowed to put a maximum on the number of com-
ponents during the generation phase. The algorithms defined in the next chapter
in Section 7.1 all have this model as their structure.

Figure 6.1: Visualization of the proposed new Optimal Mix Model
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6.2 Analysis of the Optimal Mix Problem
For this research project the results of the Optimal Mix Model of two substa-
tions are taken for analysis, named Huizen (HZN) and Almere (ALR). Valida-
tion of the algorithms is done on three substations: Huizen, Almere and Vaassen
(VSN) (see Chapter 8). HZN, ALR and VSN are three distinct substations, in
the sense that these substations function well as representatives from their type
of substation. HZN is a smaller remotely controllable substation, ALR is a large
non-remotely controllable substation with sections somewhat equally distributed
among its routes, and VSN is a large non-remotely controllable substation with
two large routes section-wise and smaller routes for the rest. Together, HZN
and ALR form a good couple to analyze, and HZN, ALR and VSN are a good
triple to validate the results on.

The main goal of analyzing the results on HZN and ALR is to find relations
between components, the topology of a network and all other relevant proper-
ties such as the number of clients connected to a secondary substation. These
relations help in designing the correct algorithms by giving a direction to attack
the problem from, which is needed to make effective use of heuristic methods.

The results that Alliander made available for analysis are tables generated
by the current Optimal Mix Model containing per row all the information of an
evaluation of a mix on a certain route, meaning the present components, the
expected CML, the reduced expected CML, the reduced expected CML revenue,
the number of superfluous CFPIs, the superfluous CFPI revenue, the total costs
of this mix on this route and the profit. These tables only contain the results
from the already selected iSS mixes (see Section 4.1.3).

Some specific instances of mixes are missing from the results provided by Al-
liander, because they do not match the requirements of the model or are filtered
out at some point. Some of these instances are evaluated during this research.
This provided some insights too.

First, the definitions of influence are needed:

• A component c influences a section s whenever ṽ(mc, s) 6= ṽ(m0, s) where
mc represents the empty mix with only component c added.

• A component c1 influences another component c2, when it influences
the performance of the other on a certain influenced section s, so when
ṽ(m(c1,c2), s) 6= ṽ(mc2 , s) 6= ṽ(m0, s).

• An influential area for a component c is the set of all sections s that are
influenced by component c.

Secondly, the interpretation of top is needed. When speaking of a top (X) mix,
it is meant that the mix is among the highest (X) profitable mixes in its cat-
egory. So a top iSS mix on a route is an iSS mix that performs better than
most other iSS mixes on this route, and a top 5 iSS mix on a route is one of the
5 best iSS mixes on the route (while leaving SCGs and CBs disregarded, since
this example only concerns iSSs).
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Next follows a list of all relations and insights from the analysis:

1. iSSs (can) function well when on an open point
An iSS notices whether a short circuit has passed, can remotely create
open points and can close open points. When an iSS is placed on an open
point, it can be used to redirect electricity from one route to another or to
redirect electricity inside a route. Especially redirecting electricity from
one route to another turns out to be valuable and can make an iSS very
profitable. On multiple routes in ALR and HZN it is the case that the
separate iSSs on an open point are among the top 5 best possible loose
components. Not all iSSs on an open point function well, since an open
point can have a low capacity or because the malfunction can not be easily
disconnected from the iSS before redirecting the electricity.

2. iSSs function poorly on non-remotely controllable substations
when not on an open point
Whenever an iSS is not placed on an open point, and the substation is
not remotely controllable, the only functions for the iSS are creating open
points, closing created open points and checking if a short circuit has
passed. During the initial phase, an iSS can create an open point faster
than a mechanic. An iSS needs 10 minutes to do so and a mechanic needs
at least 42 minutes to arrive at the scene. After these initial 10 minutes,
iSSs can create or close open points immediately at any time. The me-
chanic still needs 10 minutes however to travel from secondary substation
to secondary substation. So, an iSS is way faster at creating these open
points. In order to actually reduce the affected area however, electricity
needs to be redirected, and the iSS can not do so in this scenario. There-
fore, a mechanic still needs to arrive at a certain (secondary) substation
to activate the power flow again, to solve the power outage for a part of
the affected area. Because this scenario still needs a mechanic to perform
actions, it makes it that the iSS only saves around 10 minutes for a part of
the affected area, which is way less than 42 minutes. On top of that, iSSs
are relatively expensive. Together, this makes it that iSSs function poorly
on non-remotely controllable substations when not on an open point.

3. iSSs behave as CBs in certain situations
This behaviour lies in creating open points when the iSS is not placed
on an open point. If the malfunction happens behind such an iSS, the
only function for the iSS is placing an open point behind the secondary
substation it is installed in to reduce the area that is connected to the
malfunction. This is exactly the function of a CB. The difference in be-
haviour is of course that an iSS can also close the open point again. The
difference in overall value is that an iSS costs more and takes 10 minutes
to create the open point, which makes CBs more efficient in many of these
situations.
Suppose that the iSS is connected to an open point, then the initial be-
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haviour stays the same: it can create an open point in similar manner
as a CB. In later phases, an iSS may be able to close this open point the
redirect the power flow again. In that case, the value of the iSS to the net-
work increases. If the iSS is not able to close the open point because the
capacity would be exceeded, then the value of the iSS does not increase.

4. iSSs (can) function well on a remotely controllable substation
when not on an open point
When the substation is remotely controllable and a malfunction happens
such that the CB next to the substation is triggered, the substation can be
seen as an iSS that can always close this open point to redirect electricity,
since the capacity of the substation is equal or greater to the capacity
needed for the route in question. If this is combined with an iSS not
on an open point that also lies in front of the malfunction, then this iSS
can create an open point and the substation can close its open point,
resulting in a solved power outage for the trajectory between the iSS and
the substation in only 10 minutes.
If a CB would have been placed instead of the iSS, then that CB would
have been triggered, and the power outage would have been prevented
for the trajectory between that CB and the substation. Often, this CB
placement is a more profitable choice. This can not be said in general
however, since an iSS may have added value based on the situation.

5. iSSs can function well when on a crossing
A crossing has at least three sections of which the branch can be discon-
nected from the other two by placing an open point. In general, this gives
the iSS a greater influential area, which also raises the profit of the iSS.
Whenever the iSS is placed on a crossing of at least three sections that
is also connected to an open point of at least a fourth section, then the
value of the iSS rises even more.

6. iSSs duos function can function well when at least one is placed
on an open point
Placing two iSSs such that one is placed on an open point and the other
is placed in the same branch, or the same full trail, as the first iSS, then
it can be a well functioning duo. Where the second iSS may be bad as a
loose component (because of previous made statements), it can now help
in the following way. If a malfunction happens in another branch then the
duo, or in front of the iSS closest to the substation, then the trajectory
between the two iSSs does not contain a malfuncting cable, and therefore
can be disconnected from the malfunctioning area by placing an open
point. This placement is often done by the iSSs not on the open point.
Now the trajectory is disconnected from the fault in the network, and the
iSS on the original open point can close it to redirect electricity and provide
the trajectory of power again. This property is seen to be very valuable
on HZN and ALR. More then half of the routes containg an iSS in the
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optimal mix contained at least two iSSs placed in the manner described
here.

7. SCGs are dominant
SCGs are the most common type of component in the optimal mixes on
HZN and ALR. Its unique preventive property together with its property
to precisely locate fault in its trajectory appeared to be profitable in most
cases, even when iSSs and CBs also lie over its trajectory.

8. Components with negative profit are not included in the optimal
mix on HZN and ALR
Whenever a single component c evaluates to a negative profit, so w(c) < 0,
then it will not be included in the best mixes on this substation, unless it
is part of a profitable iSS duo. This holds for both HZN and ALR.

9. Components giving a (high) positive profit relative to their route
are (more) likely to be included in the optimal mix
This insight goes hand in hand with the previous point. The addition is
that components giving a high profit are more likely to be included. This
lies in the following per component type:

• Top profitable SCGs mixes translate well to optimal mixes
SCGs are dominant, and this also shows in the top mixes. If a loose
SCG has a high profit, then it often has a high profit when combined
with other SCGs over trajectories that do not overlap. These are still
profitable when CBs and iSSs are also placed over these trajectories.
For ALR and HZN the top 5 mixes of SCGs of maximum size 3 had
a 90%+ presence in the top 10 mixes on route level on more then
90% of the routes.

• Top profitable iSS mixes could translate well to optimal mixes
It differs per route whether a top profitable iSS mix on route level is
included in the optimal mix. For some routes there are one or two
standout iSS mixes that have a presence of 100% in the top 100 of
mixes on route level, and for some routes the profitable iSS mixes
have a presence of less then 10% in the top 500 and 0% in the top
100.

• Greatly profitable CB mixes could translate well to optimal mixes
Specifically greatly profitable is stated here in stead of top profitable
CB mixes. Reason for this is that it appears in around 30% of the
samples on ALR and HZN that many CB mixes on route level with
a maximum of 3 CBs perform similar in the sense that the highest
profitable CB mixes and the number 100 profitable CB mix differ
less then 10%. When this is the case, the top mixes on route level
have the same iSSs and SCGs for most of the mixes and only the
CB mixes change. In other words, the top 100 mixes on route level
contain the same iSSs and SCGs and only differ in CBs, while not
differing as much in profit.
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When the above is not the case, for example when the empty mix on
route level already has many CBs placed and only a small number
of new CBs can be placed with the CB-rule, there is a clear top 10
of CB mixes on route level. In that case, the presence of top 10 CB
mixes in the top 100 mixes on route level lies around the 80% for the
checked samples on ALR and HZN.

10. Behaviour of a triple of one type can often be explained by the
duos of this triple
From both HZN and ALR it appeared that the behaviour of a triple of a
certain type on one route can largely be explained by looking at the duos
that form this triple. The idea here is that power outages caused by a
malfunction in section s on the mix with the triple placed takes about as
long as a power outage caused by a malfunction in section s on the mix
with one of the duos included in the triple placed. The following examples
illustrate this idea.
Consider Figure 6.2. Here, the CB triple (c1, c2, c3) is placed. When set
up like this, c1 is triggered when a malfunction occurs in section s1 or s2,
c2 is triggered when a malfunction occurs in s3 or s5 and c3 is triggered
when a malfunction occurs in s5. The length of the power outages is equal
to the length of some power outages in the mixes with only duo (c1, c2)
or only duo (c2, c3) as follows: the CML for failings in s1 and s2 is equal
for both the triple and duo (c1, c2), the CML for failings in s3 and s5 is
equal for both the triple and duo (c2, c3) and the CML for a failing in
s4 is equal for the triple and duo (c2, c3). In this sense, the behaviour of
the triple lies in the duos. When picking the correct information from the
duos, the behaviour of the triple in this example can be predicted without
simulating the mix containing all three CBs.1

c1 c2 c3

s1 s2 s3 s4

s5

Figure 6.2: First example of three CBs placed on a route

In this second example, the rule does not apply as well. Consider Figure
6.3. In this example, only a part of the CML per section can be precisely
predicted beforehand based on the information from the duos. If a mal-
function occurs in section s4 or in section s5, then the CML for that power

1In reality c1 is a fixed component. The idea of the argument then still holds.
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outage is equal for both the mix with the triple as the mix with only duo
(c3, c4) placed. If a malfunction occurs in section s1, s2 or s3 however,
none of the duos can predict the CML for these power outages correctly.
In this example the duos can predict the CML with an error of 10 minutes
per affected customer however, since only a maximum of 1 action extra
(with respect to the mix with the triple) is needed to find the malfunction,
namely during phase 3 (see Section 5.3). Of course, if the example looks
different, the number of extra actions can grow, and the error in CML can
become quite big when a large number of customers is connected to the
secondary substations.

c1 c3

c4

s1 s2 s3 s4

s5

Figure 6.3: Second example of three CBs placed on a route

The second example shows that duos do not always predict the behaviour
of a triple correctly. However, the duos still appear to tell us a lot. Namely,
if both duos appeared to not be profitable at all, or if the components
itself are not profitable, then the triple probably is not profitable either.
It hardly happens that a triple is predicted to be non-profitable by the
duos forming that triple, while the triple actually is very profitable. In
this sense, the duos are still able of telling us whether a triple can be useful
to include in a mix. This idea is further explained by the next point in
the list.

11. When components influence each other, they worsen each other,
except for two iSSs
This point is an assumption to be used in many of the algorithms in the
next chapter. The assumption was seen to often be true for HZN and
ALR. Let c1 and c2 be two components, not necessarily of the same type.
Then the assumption is that w(mc1) + w(mc2) ≥ w

(
m(c1,c2)

)
. The case

w(mc1) + w(mc2) = w
(
m(c1,c2)

)
holds whenever the components do not

influence the same sections. For the other cases the value of the separate
components c1 and c2 is greater then the components as a combination.
An intuitive explanation for this is that the components overlap certain
CML that they reduce. See for example Figure 6.2. When c3 is placed
separately, it influences section s4. When c2 is placed separately, it in-
fluences sections s3, s4 and s5. When c2 and c3 are placed however, the
duration of the power outage caused by a malfunction in section s4 is com-
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pletely determined by the placement of c3 and CB c2 does not influence
that specific power outage: c2 has ’lost’ its influence over section s4 in this
case, and therefore is off less value. The loss of influence over a section
often has an impact such that for two components c1 and c2 in ALR and
HZN that we have w(mc1) + w(mc2) > w

(
m(c1,c2)

)
.

It needs to be said that duos can show behaviour in specific cases, that
can not be explained by separately looking at the components, but only
by the components being in a combination. For example, if a route imme-
diately splits into three branches after the first section, then two branches
could contain a CB and the third one not. Now, whenever there is a power
outage and both CBs in the two branches did not go off, then the mal-
function has to have occurred in the third branch. This could not have
been known for certain when there was only one CB, and this is in fact
additional value to the two CBs as a duo. However, this property does
not seem to add enough value to make such a combination proportionally
better then the sum of the two separate profits of the components, based
on HZN and ALR. It is a property to keep in mind, whenever the assump-
tion that components worsen each other does not work out as desired.
A definite exception to the assumption is shown by the interaction be-
tween iSSs. Whenever a substation is not remotely controllable, a single
iSS is often not that good, as seen earlier. This changes when the iSS is
placed on a specific location in the network and another iSS is placed on
an open point behind the first one. The added value of this duo is that
it now becomes easier to redirect the electricity whenever a malfunction
occurs outside of the region that is now supervised by this iSS duo. See
Figure 6.4.

s1

s2

s3

s4 s5 s6

(a)

s1

s2

s3

s4 s5 s6

(b)

Figure 6.4: The iSS in (a) helps by taking 10 minutes of a power outage and
with locating the bad cable whenever a malfunction occurs in the bottom route:
in most cases this does not make the iSS profitable. The iSS duo in (b) helps
by locating the bad cable whenever a malfunction occurs in the route, helps by
taking 10 minutes of a power outage whenever a malfunction occurs in s4, s5
or s6 and solves the power outage in 10 minutes for people connected to one of
the bottom secondary substations whenever a malfunction occurs in s1, s2 or
s3 by closing the NOP and creating an OP above the left iSS: this can be very
profitable.
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When this interaction happens, it is possible to see w(c1) + w(c2) <
w ((c1, c2)) where c1 and c2 now represent two iSSs. Do note however
that this does not always happen, since the capacity of sections also needs
to be taken into account. The open point in question may not have enough
capacity left to provide the relevant parts of the network with electricity
again.

It is important to state that the above rules and insights are theoretically easy
to counter. An counterexample for "w(mc1)+w(mc2) ≥ w

(
m(c1,c2)

)
" can easily

be created theoretically, for example by connecting a large amount of customers
to specific secondary substations in Figure 6.2. It is important to note that the
insights and rules does often hold for HZN and ALR, which are representative
networks for the networks that Liander maintains, and therefore it us suspected
to often hold on other networks maintained by Liander too.
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Chapter 7

Algorithms: definitions and
adaptations

The previous chapter provides ground for heuristic algorithms to be based on.
This chapter is dedicated to presenting those algorithms and consists of two
parts. In the first part, heuristic algorithms are explained and defined specif-
ically for the Optimal Mix Problem based on the list of points in Section 6.2.
In the end, not all algorithms have been implemented. The algorithms that
are implemented sometimes needed some adaptations in order to make them
perform better. The second part of this chapter describes all the adaptations
that have been made in the implementation and testing process.

7.1 Algorithms
There are three categories of algorithms to be mentioned in this section: con-
structive algorithms, an estimator algorithm and evolutionary algorithms. The
constructive algorithms, Greedy Algorithm, Beam Search Inspired Algorithm
and COPIA, are mainly based on points 9, 10 and 11 from Section 6.2. The
estimator algorithm is mainly based on point 9. One evolutionary algorithm,
Genetic Algorithm, is based on all of the points from Section 6.2. The other
evolutionary algorithm, Particle Swarm Optimization, is purely based on the
concept of Particle Swarm Optimization and does not make any special use of
mentioned points.

A general remark for the algorithms is that two specifications are not men-
tioned in the algorithm description, but should be implemented when using the
algorithms. First is the feasibility of a mix, which lies in checking the CB-rule.
The CB-rule should be checked at all times and a mix should be rejected when-
ever it does not meet the CB-rule. Second is the addition of duos. Whenever a
duo is added to a mix, and one of the components in the duo is already present
in the mix, then the addition of the couple is treated as the addition of the
single missing component.
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Even more specifications to the algorithms are not mentioned in this section
below, since they do not influence the methods that the algorithms use. These
specifications are mentioned in the next section (Section 7.2).

A final note is that the goal here is to define a variety of heuristic methods
to show what is possible. It is not the goal to implement all of these algorithms.
Based on testing results it was decided what algorithms to implement. This
shall be noted per algorithm.

7.1.1 Greedy Algorithm
A greedy algorithm is an algorithm that makes the locally optimal choice in each
step. Its power lies in the speed in which it can produce an already good solu-
tion, even though it may not be optimal. The version of the greedy algorithm
used here is a constructive algorithm based on first improvement. Consider the
first draft for the greedy algorithm, Algorithm 1. Here, the process of building
the mix is done by adding component after component, while accepting com-
ponents that improve the mix and rejecting components that would worsen the
mix. This is done by first evaluating all loose components, sorting them in a list
based on profit, and then by working through this list from top to bottom. The
greedy choice per step is rejecting or accepting the new mix with a component
added based on the profit.
Algorithm 1 is only taking loose components into consideration. To make the

Algorithm 1 Greedy Algorithm: first draft
Input: DATA
Output: mix mcurrent

1: Determine suitable component locations LiSS, LSCG and LCB

2: Evaluate empty mix m0

3: mcurrent = m0

4: Evaluate single components c on locations LiSS ∪ LSCG ∪ LCB

5: Sort components on profit in list L
6: while L is not empty do
7: Pick best component cbest in L
8: mnew = mcurrent + cbest
9: Evaluate mnew

10: if w(mnew) > w(mcurrent) then
11: mcurrent = mnew

12: end if
13: L = L\{cbest}
14: end while

algorithm more flexible, inputs i1, i2, i3 ∈ {1, 2} are introduced to represent the
maximum combination size for iSS, SCG and CB respectively. A combination
here is a single component or two components of one type on one route, there-
fore i1, i2, i3 ∈ {1, 2}. After determining the suitable component locations LiSS,
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LSCG and LCB, the suitable combinations CiSS, CSCG and CCB per route can be
determined. The algorithm now uses the same greedy method as before: first
evaluate all loose combinations, sort the combinations in a list on profit, and
work through this list while adding or rejecting combinations to the current
mix. This gives Algorithm 2.
The Greedy Algorithm is the first algorithm to implement and is expected

Algorithm 2 Greedy Algorithm
Input: DATA, iSS combination size i1, SCG combination size i2, CB combination

size i3
Output: mix mcurrent

1: Determine suitable component locations LiSS, LSCG and LCB

2: Determine suitable combinations CiSS, CSCG and CCB with maximum com-
bination sizes (i1, i2, i3) respectively

3: Evaluate empty mix m0

4: mcurrent = m0

5: Evaluate suitable combinations c in CiSS ∪ CSCG ∪ CCB

6: Sort suitable combinations on profit in list L
7: while L is not empty do
8: Pick best combination cbest from L
9: mnew = mcurrent + cbest

10: Evaluate mnew

11: if w(mnew) > w(mcurrent) then
12: mcurrent = mnew

13: end if
14: L = L\{cbest}
15: end while

to generate good solutions, but is also expected to not reach the optimal mix.
Points 9 and 10 from Section 6.2 are included in the algorithm by first evaluating
all loose combinations and by building the mixes in combinations of maximum
size 2. It utilizes point 11, by never allowing a mix that has become worse. If
a worsened mix is allowed, then point 11 tells us that the mix would become
better by undoing the addition of the worsening combination, since that combi-
nation can never start to add (more) profit based on later additions to the mix.
The exception to this rule is again the iSS, but this is taken care of by allowing
combinations of size 2 for iSSs, such that profitable iSS duos are already recog-
nized and will be considered at some point during the process.

Algorithm 2 is expected to not reach the optimum value, since it does not
take locations of the components into account. It simply looks at the highest
profitable loose combination that is next on the list, while this combination
could very well be located somewhere in the network where another component
is already placed. The addition of the highest profitable loose combination can
still be profitable however, but this profit can be way lower then the addition
of other combinations, because of an overlap of influential areas. The next al-
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gorithm aims to attack this problem of the Greedy Algorithm.
Finally, since the Greedy Algorithm is deterministic, in the sense that it

outputs the same result each time it terminates, an analysis can be made on
the number of iterations, and therefore an analysis on the running time. The
exact method of doing this is introduced in Chapter 8 however. For now it is
sufficient to state that the Greedy Algorithm is expected to be up to 80 faster
than the current model.

7.1.2 Beam Search
The concept of the Greedy Algorithm can be extended by generating more
options to choose from. This concept is based on the heuristic Beam Search
Algorithm. Beam Search uses breadth-first search to construct a search tree.
At each level of the search tree, only a specific number of nodes, say k, are
chosen. These k nodes are the k best solutions on this level, which makes Beam
Search a greedy algorithm itself. These k nodes are extended again, creating
a new level of the search tree. On this level, again only the k best nodes are
chosen to continue with. This is done until the bottom level of the search tree
is met. The output will be k solutions.

Algorithm 3 is inspired by the Beam Search algorithm. Algorithm 3, from
now on called Beam Search Inspired Algorithm (BSIA), uses a similar search
technique. The search tree starts with mcurrent equal to the empty mix m0.
Using n as input, the next level of search tree is created by taking n top combi-
nations from the sorted list, and separately adding these to mcurrent. The n new
mixes and mcurrent together form the next level of the search tree. This level is
evaluated giving us the profit per mix. All mixes that have a profit lower then
mcurrent have their corresponding added combination removed from the list.
The mix with the highest profit is set to be to the new mcurrent, and its cor-
responding combination is also removed from the combinations list. The other
added combinations are not removed from the list. Now that a new mcurrent is
defined, a next level of the tree can be created. The procedure is repeated until
the combinations list is empty.

Two remarks are in place here. First, a difference with Beam Search is that
BSIA chooses only 1 solution from each level to continue with, while Beam
Search chooses k. The reason for this lies in the fact that allowing, for example,
2 solutions to continue with immediately doubles the running time for this part
of the algorithm, while it is desired to keep the running time low. When this
decision turns out to be bad, the algorithm will be tuned in Section 7.2.

Secondly, the top n combinations are picked a bit differently than described
above. The picking starts with checking the current top combination in the com-
binations list. The route of this combination is taken and the top n combinations
on this route are selected, including the one already picked. In this manner the
created mixes are compared on their influences on equal routes, which makes a
desired comparison. It is not useful to compare two combinations on separate
routes, since they do not influence the same part of the network. The only
exception is an iSS combination placed on an open point, which can influence
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multiple routes at once. Still it is chosen to only consider one route at a time,
while keeping this exception in mind. Again, algorithms can be tuned in Section
7.2.

By defining BSIA this way, the problem of the Greedy Algorithm is expected
to partially be solved. More options are created to choose from, and this creates
a larger chance to compare additions of combinations with each other that lie
on different parts in a certain route. The consideration of more solutions per
step is expected to make a large impact on the running time, and making it
significantly slower than the Greedy Algorithm. BSIA is the second algorithm
to be implement.

Algorithm 3 Beam Search Inspired Algorithm (BSIA)
Input: DATA, iSS combination size i1, SCG combination size i2, CB combination

size i3, beam options n
Output: mix mcurrent

1: Determine suitable component locations LiSS, LSCG and LCB

2: Determine suitable combinations CiSS, CSCG and CCB with maximum com-
bination sizes (i1, i2, i3) respectively

3: Evaluate empty mix m0

4: mcurrent = m0

5: Evaluate suitable combinations c in CiSS ∪ CSCG ∪ CCB

6: Sort suitable combinations on profit in list L
7: while LIST is not empty do
8: route is route of best combination cbest in L
9: Pick n top combinations, c1, . . . , cn on route from L

10: Add c1, . . . , cn to mcurrent resulting in mixes m1, . . . ,mn

11: Evaluate m1, . . . ,mn

12: W = maxi∈{1,...,n}(mi)
13: for i in 1 to n do
14: if w(mi) is equal to W and W > w(mcurrent) then
15: mcurrent = mi

16: L = L\{ci}
17: else if w(mi) < w(mcurrent) then
18: L = L\{ci}
19: end if
20: end for
21: end while

7.1.3 COPIA
Recall the interpretation of the Optimal Mix Problem as a Combined Optimiza-
tion Problem is used (see 3.11 and 7.1), where A is the set of all possible iSS
mixes, B the set of all possible SCG mixes and C the set of all possible CB mixes:
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The Optimal Mix Combined Problem (OMCP)

Let N be a network. Find mopt in AN ×BN × CN such that

w(mopt) = max
(a,b,c)∈AN×BN×CN

w(a, b, c) (7.1)

OMCP gave inspiration to an algorithm that optimizes over one component
type at the time. For example, start with the empty mix and optimize over
SCG to find the optimal SCG mix. Next, optimize over iSS, using the recently
found SCG mix as base mix, to find the optimal mix with the same SCGs as
before and newly placed iSSs. Then optimize over CB to find the optimal mix
with with CBs added. Formally this example looks as follows:

Find b∗ in B such that w(0, b∗,0) = max
b∈B

w(0, b,0) (7.2)

Next, find a∗ in A such that w(a∗, b∗,0) = max
a∈A

w(a, b∗,0) (7.3)

Next, find c∗ in C such that w(a∗, b∗, c∗) = max
c∈C

w(a∗, b∗, c) (7.4)

This form of optimizing in a certain order of objectives is called a hierarchi-
cal approach. For OMP, this idea has been brought into algorithmic form in
Algorithm 4, named the Combined Optimization Problem Inspired Algorithm
(COPIA). Three aspects of this algorithm should first be explained in order to
understand the algorithm: ORDER, frequency f and type.method.

To start, there is the term ORDER, which is a list of certain length containing
the three component types: ORDER ∈ ∪l∈N{SCG, iSS,CB}l. ORDER represents
the order in which the optimization steps happen. If ORDER = [SCG,CB], then
the algorithm will first optimize over the type SCG, and then over the type CB
with the output of the optimization of SCG as base. Note that it is allowed to
optimize over each type as often as preferred.

The frequency f simply is the number of times that ORDER is iterated over.
f is superfluous in the sense that for ORDER∗ ∈ ∪l∈N{SCG, iSS,CB}l, it is also
possible to use ORDER = [ORDER∗, ORDER∗]. Still, f is a nice addition when trying
out many optimization steps in the same order, to see how the mix develops
while optimizing for multiple rounds.

As third, there is the TYPE.method. This defines the method that COPIA
should use for the optimization per type. So far only a beam search method
and a greedy method have been described, and these are both an option for
the optimization type. For now, it is hard to specify more options, since it is
not clear yet which optimization methods will be implemented and which ones
are useful. Therefore, in Algorithm 4 GREEDY and BEAM are specified as options
for the optimization over a type, but this is subject to change based on the
performances of other methods.

To finish the algorithm, some more needs to be specified. As all algorithms,
the suitable component locations need to be determined and the empty mix
needs to be evaluated. Because COPIA can make use of the GREEDY and BEAM
method, similar preparation needs to happen: determine suitable combinations
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of sizes (i1, i2, i3) and evaluate these combinations. Also, as input the beam
options n should be specified. Next, when optimization over one type com-
mences, mcurrent should be cleared of all present components of that type, since
the methods given so far are constructive and can only add new components.
An ’empty mix of that type’ is the starting point to be used for the constructive
algorithms in COPIA. The current mix with components of one type removed
is represented by mcurrent − type. Since mcurrent − type 6= mcurrent whenever
a component of the corresponding type is in mcurrent, mcurrent − type must be
evaluated before continuing.

With all of the above, COPIA can be fully defined. See Algorithm 4 for
details. It is the third algorithm that is implemented.

Algorithm 4 Combined Optimization Problem Inspired Algorithm (COPIA)
Input: DATA, ORDER, FREQUENCY f , iSS.method ∈ {GREEDY,BEAM},

SCG.method ∈ {GREEDY,BEAM}, CB.method ∈ {GREEDY,BEAM}, iSS combina-
tion size i1, SCG combination size i2, CB combination size i3, beam options
n

Output: mix mcurrent

1: Determine suitable component locations LiSS, LSCG and LCB

2: Determine suitable combinations CiSS, CSCG and CCB with maximum com-
bination sizes (i1, i2, i3) respectively

3: Evaluate empty mix m0

4: mcurrent = m0

5: Evaluate suitable combinations c in CiSS ∪ CSCG ∪ CCB

6: Sort suitable combinations on profit in list L
7: for i is 1 to f do
8: for type∈ ORDER do
9: mcurrent = mcurrent − type

10: Evaluate mcurrent

11: Optimize mcurrent over type.method
12: Update mcurrent

13: end for
14: end for

7.1.4 Brute Force Estimator
The Brute Force Estimator is an imitation of the current model using a much
faster estimator instead of the Malfunction Simulation Model. Even though
the estimator is much faster, some extra preparation is necessary to make this
estimator functional. First, all suitable component locations and combinations
are determined. Next, MSM is used to evaluate all combinations per type
separately. Then the imitation of the current model starts: all iSS mixes are
evaluated using the estimator, a selection on these iSS mixes is done, and all
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mixes containing one of the selected iSS mixes are evaluated using the estimator
again. The output is a list of evaluated mixes.
An important part to the Brute Force Estimator is the functioning of the Es-
timator. As seen before, the difficult part of the evaluation of a mix is the
determining of the expected CML reduction:

vred(m) = v(m0)− v(m) (7.5)

=
∑
s∈S

ṽ(m0, s) · ps −
∑
s∈S

ṽ(m, s) · ps (7.6)

Therefore, the goal is to estimate this. Since the fail frequency ps per section
s ∈ S is given, this boils down to estimating the CML per section for a mix.
In other words, find a function ṽ≈ : M × S → R such that ṽ≈(m, s) estimates
ṽ(m, s). The proposed method of doing this is the following:

ṽ≈(m, s) = min
c∈Cm

ṽ(c, s) (7.7)

such that

v≈(m) =
∑
s∈S

ps · ṽ≈(m, s) (7.8)

=
∑
s∈S

ps · min
c∈Cm

ṽ(c, s) (7.9)

Here, Cm is the set of all present evaluated combinations c in mix m. In order
to obtain Cm, it is necessary to evaluate the list of combinations, similar to
previous algorithms in the chapter, and it is necessary to check what combina-
tions are present in the mix that is estimated. This idea requires a number of
iterations of the Malfunction Simulation Model to start with, and does not need
the Malfunction Simulation Model anymore afterwards. Once the combinations
have been evaluated, it is expected to be faster then the Malfunction Simulation
Model. The notation for the estimator of the expected CML reduction will then
be:

v≈red(m) = v(m0)− v≈(m) (7.10)

= v(m0)−
∑
s∈S

ps · ṽ≈(m, s) (7.11)

= v(m0)−
∑
s∈S

ps · min
c∈Cm

ṽ(c, s) (7.12)

The estimator works accurately when a mix exists of combinations that affect
different power outages originating in different sections. For example, when two
SCG combinations lie in different routes, then there are no power outages that
are affected by both of these combinations. In other words, the combinations
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function independently, and therefore taking the minimum is a correct way of
determining the expected CML for the mix.

The estimator works less accurately when a mix consists of combinations
that do affect equal power outages. For example, when a CB lies on a section
s and a SCG contains s in its trajectory, then a malfunction in section s would
activate the CB and the SCG immediately tells the headquarters where the
malfunction is located exactly. The CML for this power outage is clearly less
then taking the minimum of these two components separately: the CB caused
a smaller number of people experiencing a power outage and the SCG caused
an immediate correct diagnose of where the malfunction occurred. Both actions
helped with reducing the number of CML, even when the other component was
already present. Taking the minimum over the present combinations therefore
is an overestimation of the CML.

Because of the inaccurate behaviour of ṽ≈, an algorithm is designed around
this estimator with the following hypothesis: the estimator can distinguish good
mixes from bad mixes. This hypothesis is tested by mimicking the current model
with the estimator, and afterwards checking the output by evaluating the top
50 mixes by applying the Malfunction Simulation Model again. See Algorithm
5 for details. The Brute Force Estimator is the fourth algorithm to implement.

Algorithm 5 Brute Force Estimator
Input: DATA
Output: mix mcurrent

1: Determine suitable component locations LiSS, LSCG and LCB

2: Determine suitable combinations CiSS, CSCG and CCB with maximum com-
bination sizes (i1, i2, i3) respectively

3: Evaluate empty mix m0

4: mcurrent = m0

5: Evaluate suitable combinations c in CiSS ∪ CSCG ∪ CCB

6: Generate all suitable mixes (M∗ = A∗ ×B∗ × C∗)
7: Evaluate iSS mixes (A∗) using Formula 7.10 resulting in A∗EV

8: Select iSS mixes with potential from A∗EV resulting in A∗SEL

9: Evaluate mixes m in M∗SEL = A∗SEL×B∗×C∗ using Formula 7.10 resulting
in M∗EV

10: Evaluate top 50 from M∗EV using MSM
11: mcurrent = m∗ such that w(m∗) = maxm∈M∗

(EV,top50)
w(m)

7.1.5 Genetic Algorithm
The final two algorithms in this chapter are the evolutionary algorithms. Both
are not implemented in the end, because the other algorithms already performed
well enough. They are still mentioned however, since they provide more insight
in how heuristic methods can be utilized to solve OMP.
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The first evolutionary method to consider is the Genetic Algorithm. As the
name suggests, this algorithm is based on genetics. It uses four main concepts:
population, recombination, mutation and selection. The population is a set of
solutions that goes through the process of recombination, mutation and selec-
tion. Recombination operators combine two solutions from the population to
create a new solution, the "child" solution. Mutation operators "mutate" a so-
lution from the population to create a new solution. Finally, a selection strategy
is used to select solutions from the population and the new solutions, and this
selection becomes the new population. By applying correct recombination and
mutation operators, and by using a good selection strategy, it is hoped to find
solutions in the population that approximate the optimal solution well.

For this project, the algorithm will be based on the General Scheme for a
Genetic Algorithm from the Master Math course Heuristic Methods in Opera-
tions Research taught in the academic year ’18/’19 by prof J. Hurink and M.
Schutten ([3]):
Things that should be defined to make this scheme applicable to the Opti-

Algorithm 6 General Scheme for Genetic Algorithm
Input: Population size k, new solutions size k′, local optimization algorithm A
Output: set S containing final survivors

1: Generate a population of k starting solution S = {s1, . . . , sk}
2: Apply a given local optimization algorithm A to each s ∈ S
3: Replace each s ∈ S by its resulting local optimum
4: while !STOP_CRITERIA do
5: Select k′ distinct subsets S1, . . . , S

′
k of S of size 1 or 2

6: for Sj with |Sj | = 1 do
7: Apply a mutation operator to Sj

8: end for
9: for Sj with |Sj | = 2 do

10: Apply a recombination operator to Sj

11: end for
12: Apply algorithm A to each solution achieved by the previous two steps
13: Let S′ be the resulting set of solutions
14: Use a selection strategy to chose k survivors from S ∪ S′
15: Let S be the set containing the survivors
16: end while

mal Mix Problem are the local optimization algorithm A, a strategy to picking
subsets, mutations operators, recombination operators, and a survivor strat-
egy. The following describes the specifications for the algorithm as it should be
tested initially. Everything is subject to change based on the performance of
the algorithm during the implementation and testing phase.
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Local Optimization Algorithm A

The method that will function as the local optimization algorithm A will depend
on how well the other algorithms function. Some form of the Greedy Algorithm,
Beam Search, COPIA, or even the Estimator (see Section 7.1.4) could be used
here. It is also an option to leave out the local optimization on solutions, and just
work with the solutions. This decision shall be made during the implementation
process in the next chapter.

Subset Picking Strategy

The goal here is to pick k′ subsets of size 1 or 2. Let k′1 be the number of subsets
of size 1, let k′2 be the number of subsets of size 2 and r ∈ [ 12 ,

3
2 ]. Then

k′1 = 1
2 · r · k

′ (7.13)

k′2 = 1
2 · (2− r) · k

′ (7.14)

k′1 + k′2 = 1
2 · (r + (2− r)) · k′ (7.15)

= k′ (7.16)

The picking strategy takes a random r ∈ [ 12 ,
3
2 ] each round. When picking

subsets of size 1, take the top max(3, k′1) mixes in the current population S
and pick the other mixes of sizes 1 randomly from S. When picking subsets
of size 2, generate three random numbers r1, r2, r3 ∈ N such that

∑3
i=1 ri =

k′2. Then pick r1 combinations (s1, s2) ∈ S × S such that h(s1, s2) are the r1
greatest Hamming distances, where h is the Hamming Distance. Then pick r2
combinations consisting of two of the 2 · r2 solutions with the greatest profits,
so if w(s) is in the top 2 · r2 values of all solutions, the s could be in one of these
r2 combinations. Pick the final r3 combinations randomly.

Mutation Operators

Mutation Operators for the Optimal Mix Problem are operators on a single so-
lution, so on a single mix. Below is a list of possible operators. Each operator
is described by giving a set, a neighborhood of the solution to mutate. The idea
is to pick a random operator for each mutation in the algorithm from this list,
and pick one solution from the set that defines the operator. It is suspected
that these operators work well on the basis of the insights from Section 6.2.

Note that some of the operators are not always applicable to a certain so-
lution, because a certain action can not be made in that solution, or because
certain information, such as the profit per loose component, is not available. For
these cases it is assumed that a different operator is picked. Also note that the
list of operators can change based on performance of the operators and other
algorithms during the implementation and testing process.

1. NiSS-CB-crossing = {Replace an iSS on a crossing for CBs}

2. NCB-iSS-crossing = {Replace one or multiple CBs on one crossing for one iSS}
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3. Nmove CB = {Move a CB in a certain direction on the full trails it lies on}

4. Nrandom remove = {Remove a random number of components}

5. NCBiSS-SCG = {Remove all CBs and iSSs on the trajectory of a specific SCG
and add the SCG}

6. Nfull trail iSS-CB = {Remove all iSSs over a full trail and add 1 or 2 CBs to
this trail}

7. Ncritical section profit = {Add the component with greatest profit over the
section with the highest currently expected CML}

8. Nrandom section profit = {Pick a section randomly and add the component
with greatest profit over this section}

9. Nrandom route profit = {Pick a route randomly and add the component with
greatest profit over this route}

10. Ndouble = {Remove a component that influences another component}

Recombination Operators

Recombination Operators for the Optimal Mix Problem are operators on com-
binations of solutions, so on two mixes. Below is a list of the possible operators,
for which the same notions hold as for the Mutation Operators list. So again,
based on the insights from Section 6.2 it is suspected that these operators work
well.

1. Ncombine routes = {Take the best mix per route from the two parent solutions}

2. Nrandom combine strong weak = {Take the best mix from the two parents and add
a random number of components from the other weaker mix}

3. Nsections combine strong weak = {Take the best mix from the two parents and
add components from the weaker mix on sections that are influenced by the
weaker mix but not by the strong mix}

4. Ncombine SCG route = {Take the best mix from the two parents, remove its
SCGs and add the SCG mix per route from best performing parent on that
route}

5. Ncombine iSS route = {Take the best mix from the two parents, remove its iSSs
and add the best iSS mix per route from best performing parent on that
route}

6. Ncombine CB route = {Take the best mix from the two parents, remove its CBs
and add the best CB mix per route from best performing parent on that
route}
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Survivor Strategy

The survivor strategy needs to pick k solutions from S ∪ S′, where S is the
initial population of the start of the round and S′ is the set of new solution
created by mutation and recombination. Initially, this is done as follows. First,
pick the 3

4 · k mixes from S ∪ S′ with highest profit. Next, pick the 1
4 · k mixes

with highest profit-component ratio w(s)
h(s) . If these mixes overlap, there are fewer

than k solutions picked. Fix this by checking the solution that have not been
picked yet for expected CML performance on route level for a random route,
and pick the solution with the highest CML reduction on this route. Repeat
until k solutions have been picked.

7.1.6 Particle Swarm Optimization
The final algorithm to mention in this section Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO), an evolutionary algorithm based on the movement of a flock of birds
that want to move optimally in the sky. Similar to Genetic Algorithms, it makes
use of a population, recombination and, in the application for PSO, a form of
mutation. As said earlier, PSO is not implemented, but it is still mentioned to
give an impression of how non-constructive heuristic methods can be utilized
for OMP.

Conceptually the PSO method functions as follows. The algorithm starts
with a family of particles of size n. The particles will fly through the solution
space, searching for the optimal solution. The algorithm is initiated, say at
iteration t = 0, by randomly placing all particles in the solution space. At t = 1
particles start moving towards the best solution of all particles in t = 0 with
a certain random factor to decide how big this step is. In the next steps, each
particle p knows the following: its location pcurrent, its best known location of
all steps pbest, the best current location of all particles gbest and its speed from
the previous step vp. From now on, the speed of each particle for steps t > 1
will be a linear combination of vp, (pbest − pcurrent) and (gbest − pcurrent), where
the factors of each piece are partly taken randomly to not get caught in a local
optimum too easily:

vp = ω1 · r1 · (pbest − pcurrent)⊕ ω2 · r2 · (gbest − pcurrent)⊕ ω3 · vp (7.17)

where r1, r2 ∈ [0, 1] randomly, ω1, ω2, ω3 ∈ [0, 1] as input factors and ⊕ repre-
sents the bitwise OR operator. The algorithm terminates after a certain number
of iterations.
To apply PSO to the Optimal Mix Problem, specific interpretations of speed
and a factor of the speed are needed. The main reason for this is that the
solution space for the Optimal Mix Problem is of the form {0, 1}k, where
k = |LiSS| + |LSCG| + |LCB| is the number of suitable component locations, and
where each element m ∈ {0, 1}k is a mix with each 1 representing the presence
and each 0 representing the absence of a specific component (see also sections
3.1.1 and 3.1.2). A continuously and scalably defined speed is not applicable
to a discrete solution space. Here, a difference in location of the particles (and
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difference of solutions in general) means at least one complete component in
difference, since there is no such thing as half a component. Therefore, repre-
senting the speed of a particle p in the discrete binary solution space {0, 1}k is
done by giving a binary vector vp of length k. If pcurrent is the current solution
of particle p, then the solution visited by p in the next step is pcurrent+vp, where
+ represents addition in Z/2Z. In other words, vp represents the components
that should be removed or added in a current solution.
For the above interpretation of speed, the following interpretation of factors
is used. Suppose q ∈ [0, 1]. Then for a certain speed vp of a particle p, the
following equation holds:

h(q · vp) = dq · h(vp)c (7.18)
(q · vp)i = 0 if vp = 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ k (7.19)

(vp)i = 1 if (q · vp)i = 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ k (7.20)

where h : {0, 1}k → N is the Hamming distance. The above means that q · vp
is a selection of components to be changed in speed vp, and the size of the se-
lection is the natural number closest to the number q · h(vp). The selection of
components is done randomly, as long as components from vp are chosen.
With the above, the Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm for the Optimal
Mix Problem can be defined, see Algorithm 7 on the next page.

A problem of Algorithm 7 is the following: reusing the speed of a previous
step implies immediately undoing certain changes made in that step. This holds
since vp +vp = 0 for vp ∈ {0, 1}k. To overcome this problem, but still utilize the
particles speed from recent history, the actually added and removed components
from the previous step are excluded from the new speed, and the speeds of two
steps before are also included in determining the new speed. Let j represent
the current iteration, rj1, r

j
2 the random factors for iteration j, pj the location

in the solution space of particle p in iteration j and vjp the speed of particle p
in iteration j. Then vjp is defined as follows:

vtemp
p =

j−1∑
l=j−3

(
ω1 · rl1 · (plbest − pl)⊕ ω2 · rl2 · (glbest − pl)⊕ ω3 · vl−1p

)
(7.21)

(vjp)i =

{
1 if vtemp

p = 1, vj−1p 6= 1, vj−2p 6= 1 and vj−3p 6= 1

0 otherwise
(7.22)

where the sum operator in 7.21 also is the bitwise OR operator ⊕. Using this
new insight, PSO for OMP can be defined as in Algorithm 8.
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Algorithm 7 Particle Swarm Optimization for OMP
Input: DATA, particle family size n, factors ω1, ω2, ω3, max iterations jmax

Output: mix gbest

1: Determine suitable component locations
2: k = |suitable component locations|
3: Evaluate m0

4: Generate family P of n particles randomly with random position in {0, 1}k
5: Evaluate particles p ∈ P
6: pbest = p∗ such that w(p∗) = maxp∈P w(p)
7: for j ∈ [1, . . . , jmax] do
8: for particle p ∈ P do
9: if w(pcurrent) > w(pbest) then

10: pbest = pcurrent
11: end if
12: if w(pcurrent) > w(gbest) then
13: gbest = pcurrent
14: end if
15: end for
16: for particle p ∈ P do
17: vp = ω1 · r1 · (pbest − pcurrent)⊕ ω2 · r2 · (gbest − pcurrent)⊕ ω3 · vp
18: pcurrent = pcurrent + vp
19: end for
20: end for
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Algorithm 8 Particle Swarm Optimization for OMP
Input: DATA, particle family size n, factors ω1, ω2, ω3, max iterations jmax

Output: mix gbest

1: Determine suitable component locations
2: k = |suitable component locations|
3: Evaluate m0

4: Generate family P of n particles randomly with random position in {0, 1}k
5: Evaluate particles p ∈ P
6: p0best = p∗ such that w(p∗) = maxp∈P w(p)
7: for j ∈ [1, . . . , jmax] do
8: for particle p ∈ P do
9: if w(pj−1) > w(pj−1best) then

10: pjbest = pj−1

11: end if
12: if w(pj−1) > w(gj−1best) then
13: gjbest = pj−1

14: end if
15: end for
16: for particle p ∈ P do
17: vtemp

p =
∑j−1

l=j−3
(
ω1 · rl1 · (plbest − pl)⊕ ω2 · rl2 · (glbest − pl)⊕ ω3 · vl−1p

)
18: for i ∈ [1, . . . , k] do

19: (vjp)i =

{
1 if vtemp

p = 1, vj−1p 6= 1, vj−2p 6= 1 and vj−3p 6= 1

0 otherwise
20: end for
21: pj = pj−1 + vjp
22: end for
23: end for

7.2 Adaptations
During the implementation process additions to and adaptations on the algo-
rithms were made, which are based on test results and are aimed at improv-
ing the algorithms. This section starts with describing general extras that are
implemented for each constructive algorithm. Next, adaptations to the algo-
rithms BSIA, COPIA and BFE are given. The section finishes with introducing
a new algorithm, Remove Algorithm, that helps in improving solutions found
by Greedy Algorithm, BSIA and COPIA. The Genetic Algorithm and Particle
Swarm Optimization are not implemented in the end, because the other algo-
rithms already performed sufficiently quality-wise and because it is suspected
that to evolutionary would take a substantially longer time to terminate.
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7.2.1 General Extras
Three general additions that aim to lower the running time are to be included
in each algorithm, without influencing the functionality of the algorithm:

Expected CML boundary for adding components

The expected CML boundary has the goal to skip evaluations of which the
outcome would be a rejected mix, based on the potential of a component for
mcurrent, such that the running time is lowered. Each component has a cost.
To be profitable when added, a component needs to reduce a minimum amount
of expected CML, and this can be calculated. An expected CML reduction
of 1 gives a profit of 20. Using this and the costs from Table 2.1, it is easy
to determine the minimum expected CML to reduce for a component to be
profitable:

CB: 14000
20 = 700 (7.23)

SCG: 30000
20 = 1500 (7.24)

iSS: 72000
20 = 3600 (7.25)

Now, if a component is to be added to mcurrent, the total number of expected
CML for mcurrent on routes that are influenced by the component should be
higher than the numbers above. If it is not, adding the component will cause a
loss. Therefore, there is no need to evaluate mcurrent with the added component
any further, since it will be rejected anyway. Of course, this only holds for the
algorithms using a greedy method.

In reality, when a route has an expected CML value of 3600, placing 1 iSS
will never reduce this to exactly 0 expected CML. The moment a power outage
happens, the expected CML for this route is already greater then 0, since an iSS
needs at least 10 minutes to be utilized. In general, the expected CML value of
a route, or even of a section, is not reducible to 0. Exceptions are sections on
a secondary substation at a leaf of the route with no customers connected for
example, but these exceptions are scarce.

The expected CML boundary to be used in the algorithms, will be extra
input variables. This way, experimenting with the value of the boundary is
possible. In total there will be 6 boundaries: two for each type, of which one is
for a single component and of which one is for a duo of that type. The basic
value for single components are the values above in formulas 7.23, 7.24 and 7.25,
and for the duos are the double of those values.

Do note that the profit of superfluous CFPI are not taken into account with
this boundary. This is to be kept in mind while testing, but is suspected to be
negligible, since CFPI revenue generally only makes up for a small part of the
total revenue.
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Profit boundary for combinations to optimize

In Section 6.2 it is seen that the optimal mixes for HZN and ALR do not in-
clude any components that are not profitable when separately placed. This
gave inspiration to a profit boundary. The profit boundary is designed to ex-
clude components that do not meet a certain profit when placed separately.
Excluding a component means that it shall not be included in the list L after
the initial evaluations. By excluding these components, future evaluations are
skipped, and the running time is lowered. It is suspected that when the profit
boundary is set to 0, so when a loose component need to make a profit that is
greater then 0 to be included, then the quality of the output of the algorithm
remains the same for at least HZN and ALR.

The profit boundary is implemented in the algorithms such that a boundary
can be given separately per component type for single components. Whenever
a combination of size 2 contains a component that separately gives a loss, this
combination is also excluded. The exception again is an iSS duo, since iSSs
behave differently. Therefore, a fourth boundary option is given exclusively for
iSS duos.

The profit boundaries are variables to the algorithm (and not always set to
0), since it can be interesting to experiment with. Raising the boundary to 1000
could lower the final approximation, but may lower the running time even more
significantly.

Note that the boundary can only be applied when an algorithm first evalu-
ates loose combinations before starting to build a mix.

Filter on top combinations per route per type

Filtering on top combinations per route per type has the goal to lower the run-
ning time, again while skipping evaluations by excluding components without
great potential. The idea is to select only the top x, y and z combinations of
iSS, CB and SCG respectively, after the initial evaluation of loose combinations.
This selection will then form the list L to iterate over in the constructive algo-
rithms.

The results of the top combinations filter are suspected to drop a bit in
quality, since a component can be included in an optimal mix, without being
in the top combinations of that type. On the other hand, this option allows
the possibility to find relatively good mixes in way shorter running time when
working with a otherwise large list L.

The option to only include top combinations has x, y and z as input to the
algorithm.

Note that the above additions can be turned off by giving −∞ or ∞ as input,
depending on the addition. Another note is that testing these options had a
lower priority, and due to a lack of time, not all have been tested. In the end,
only the basic version of the expected CML boundary and the profit boundary
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set to 0 where used in the tests.

7.2.2 Adaptations to Implemented Algorithms
The algorithms that were implemented in the end are the Greedy Algorithm,
BSIA, COPIA and BFE. After implementing Greedy Algorithm, BSIA and
COPIA, it showed that these performed very well, with results higher than 90%
of the optimum. Since Evolutionary Algorithms are known to have a substan-
tially longer running time, the choice was made to leave out these algorithms
and focus on improving the implemented algorithms. How well Greedy Algo-
rithm, BSIA, COPIA and BFE perform exactly, is shown in Chapter 8. In the
process, the Greedy Algorithm (Algorithm 2) was implemented and not altered.
BSIA, COPIA and BFE however gained options that are aimed at improving
the functionality of these methods.

BSIA

The adaptation in BSIA allows more combinations to be added, and therefore
more mixes to be generated and evaluated, in the phase where the next level of
the search tree is created. From the results of the first BSIA runs, it was seen
that a level of the search tree often consisted of mixes created by adding com-
binations of the same type, simply because the top n combinations all were of
precisely one type. This resulted in many of one component type added, while
not necessarily being a good mix when comparing to the results of the current
Optimal Mix Model. To try to overcome this, an option is implemented to force
combinations of the missing types into the next level on the search tree, such
that the addition of a combination from each type is tested. This can be forced
based on previous additions to the mix or not, as follows:

• force-other-types is a boolean. When set to TRUE, combinations of the
two missing types are included in the next level whenever the n initially
selected combinations are all of the same type.

• ignore-previous-combination is a boolean. When set to TRUE, and
if force-other-types==TRUE, combinations of the missing type(s) are
included in the next level.

To make the above functional, an IF-statement is added to the original BSIA
(Algorithm 3) with the condition:

force-other-types AND (length(types.of(combinations.added) == 1
OR ignore-previous-combination)

which is exactly TRUE when missing types should be added, based on the expla-
nation above. The updates BSIA becomes Algorithm 9.
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Algorithm 9 Updated BSIA
Input: DATA, iSS combination size i1, SCG combination size i2,

CB combination size i3, beam options n, force-other-types,
ignore-previous-combination

Output: mix mcurrent

1: Determine suitable component locations LiSS, LSCG and LCB

2: Determine suitable combinations CiSS, CSCG and CCB with maximum com-
bination sizes (i1, i2, i3) respectively

3: Evaluate empty mix m0

4: mcurrent = m0

5: Evaluate suitable combinations c in CiSS ∪ CSCG ∪ CCB

6: Sort suitable combinations on profit in list L
7: while L is not empty do
8: route is route of best combination cbest in L
9: Pick n top combinations c1, . . . , cn on route from L

10: n′ = n
11: Add c1, . . . , cn′ to mcurrent resulting in mixes m1, . . . ,mn′

12: if force-other-types AND (length(types.of(combinations.added) ==
1| ignore-previous-combination then

13: Pick n′′ top 1 combinations on route of missing types (n′′ ∈ {0, 1, 2})
14: Add n′′ combinations to mcurrent resulting in total number of mixes

m1, . . . ,mn′+n′′

15: n′ = n′′

16: end if
17: Evaluate m1, . . . ,mn′

18: W = maxi∈{1,...,n′}(mi)
19: for i in 1 to n′ do
20: if w(mi) is equal to W and W > w(mcurrent) then
21: mcurrent = mi

22: L = L\{ci}
23: else if w(mi) < w(mcurrent) then
24: L = L\{ci}
25: end if
26: end for
27: end while
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COPIA

One addition is done for COPIA specifically. The option is added to eval-
uate combinations in between instead of at the start, by adding a boolean
evaluate-beforehand to the input. If evaluate-beforehand==TRUE, then
combinations are evaluated beforehand, as happens in the Algorithm 9. If
!evaluate-beforehand==TRUE, then combinations of a certain type are only
evaluated when optimization over that type starts. This makes for a more pre-
cise list of combinations of that type, but also increases the running time when
one type occurs more than once in ORDER or when frequency f > 1.
The above specifications for COPIA result in Algorithm 10.

Algorithm 10 Updated COPIA
Input: DATA, ORDER, FREQUENCY f , iSS.method∈ {GREEDY,BEAM},

SCG.method∈ {GREEDY,BEAM}, CB.method∈ {GREEDY,BEAM}, iSS combina-
tion size i1, SCG combination size i2, CB combination size i3, beam options
n, evaluate-beforehand

Output: mix mcurrent

1: Determine suitable component locations LiSS, LSCG and LCB

2: Determine suitable combinations CiSS, CSCG and CCB with maximum com-
bination sizes (i1, i2, i3) respectively

3: Evaluate empty mix m0

4: mcurrent = m0

5: if evaluate-beforehand then
6: Evaluate suitable combinations c in CiSS ∪ CSCG ∪ CCB

7: Sort suitable combinations on profit in list L
8: end if
9: for i is 1 to f do

10: for type ∈ ORDER do
11: mcurrent = mcurrent − type
12: Evaluate mcurrent

13: if !evaluate-beforehand then
14: Evaluate suitable combinations of type type
15: Sort suitable combinations type type on profit in list L
16: end if
17: Optimize mcurrent over type.method
18: Update mcurrent

19: end for
20: end for

BFE

One simple suggestion is done to improve BFE, and that is to allow the SCG and
CB combination sizes to be 1. This is suggested, because Greedy Algorithm and
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BSIA performed well with combinations of only size 1, and because the estimator
performed well on SCG exclusive and CB exclusive mixes based on combination
sizes 1. It is expected that the estimator still performs well on the mixes of all
types, when the sizes for SCG and CB becomes 1. Because some restrictions
hold for iSS duos and singles, it is still necessary to evaluate all combinations
of size 2 for iSS. The updated version becomes Algorithm 11.

Algorithm 11 Updated Brute Force Estimator
Input: DATA, SCG combination size i2, CB combination size i3
Output: mix mcurrent

1: Determine suitable component locations LiSS, LSCG and LCB

2: Determine suitable combinations CiSS, CSCG and CCB with maximum com-
bination sizes (2, i2, i3) respectively

3: Evaluate empty mix m0

4: mcurrent = m0

5: Evaluate suitable combinations c in CiSS ∪ CSCG ∪ CCB

6: Generate all suitable mixes (M∗ = A∗ ×B∗ × C∗)
7: Evaluate iSS mixes (A∗) using Formula 7.10 resulting in A∗EV

8: Select iSS mixes with potential from A∗EV resulting in A∗SEL

9: Evaluate mixes m in M∗SEL = A∗SEL×B∗×C∗ using Formula 7.10 resulting
in M∗EV

10: Evaluate top 50 from M∗EV using MSM
11: mcurrent = m∗ such that w(m∗) = maxm∈M∗

(EV,>50)
w(m)

7.2.3 Remove Algorithm
Finally, an extra algorithm is suggested based on the performance of the im-
plemented constructive algorithms. The constructive algorithms all use greedy
methods, and sometimes this results in too many components that are contained
in the final mix. It could be profitable to remove some of these components.
Figure 7.1 shows this idea in a simplistic example where removing a component
is profitable.

The goal for the Remove Algorithm is to find the optimal submix that is
contained in the final mix. The method first removes each component in the
mix, noted by c ∈ m, separately and evaluates the resulting mix mc = m−c per
component. All mixes mc are sorted in a list L based on profit. The removal
that brings the greatest profit greater than 0 is chosen to be the new mix. This
new mix only differs from the original mix on the routes where the removed
component was influential. To update the removal list, re-evaluate the removals
of components on the relevant routes, and repeat the process. Do this until no
removals are profitable anymore. This is represented in Algorithm 12, that is
also implemented and mentioned in the next chapter.
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Figure 7.1: Example: suppose w(miSS) = 9000, w(mSCG) = 8000, w(mCB) =
6000, w(miSS+SCG+CB) = 11000, w(miSS+SCG) = 10000 and w(mSCG+CB) =
12000. Components are added in the order iSS, SCG, CB in the Greedy
Algorithm because all additions gave a bit more profit (w(miSS+SCG+CB) ≥
w(miSS+SCG) ≥ w(miSS)), so miSS+SCG+CB is the final mix. But mSCG+CB is
more profitable. Removing the iSS is now profitable.

Algorithm 12 Remove Algorithm
Input: mix m
Output: mix m with components removed

1: for c ∈ m do
2: mc = m− c
3: Evaluate mc

4: Add result to list L
5: end for
6: while TRUE do
7: Wc∗ = maxc∈m w(mc)
8: if Wc∗ > w(m) then
9: m = mc∗

10: else
11: BREAK
12: end if
13: Remove mc∗ from L
14: routes = c∗.routes
15: Re-evaluate mc for c on routes
16: Update L
17: end while
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Chapter 8

Results

This chapter is dedicated to presenting the results from the implemented algo-
rithms. First, an explanation is given on what method is used to interpret the
results. Secondly, the two test substations Huizen (HZN) and Almere (ALR) are
introduced and the results of multiple applications of the algorithms on HZN
and ALR are presented. Finally, a third substation Vaassen (VSN) is intro-
duced, and is used for validation of the instances of algorithms that performed
well on HZN and ALR.

8.1 Method
Two aspects are needed for evaluating the performance of the heuristic methods:
profit of the best mix and running time of the method. Profit is determined
per mix and can easily be compared to the profit of the mix found by the cur-
rent Optimal Mix Model. To compare the running time of the current model
with one of the approximation algorithms, more work had to be done. Down
below two aspects of camparison of the improvement on the running time are
explained: the general comparison of running times and the running time im-
provement caused by the application of the profit boundary.

8.1.1 Comparing Running Times
The calculations of the current model have been done on 16-core computers
where the model used parallel programming. This project mainly makes use
of a 4-core computer without parallel programming. Therefore, comparing the
results in real time is not sensible. Note that all algorithms are suitable to be
programmed parallel, but that even then the comparison can not be made in
real time, since the number of cores differs.

To make a sensible estimate, the running time for the current model and for
the algorithms is taken by looking at the number of times that the Malfunction
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Simulation Model is called upon. In the results this is referred to by ’iterations’.
The Malfunction Simulation Model is called upon each time an evaluation needs
to be done. The number of iterations increases by one per simulated malfunc-
tion. The number of simulated malfunctions is equal to the number of sections
that is simulated for a certain evaluation (see also Section 4.2).

The estimate is seen as sensible, because the Malfunction Simulation Model
is the time consuming part of both the current Optimal Mix Model and the
suggested heuristic algorithms. It is important to note that counting iterations
only makes sense for comparing results on the same substation, since the length
of one iteration in real time differs per substation.

8.1.2 Profit Boundary
The profit boundary, as explained in Section 7.2.1, is used in determining the
speed up factor of the heuristic methods. From now on, the profit boundary is
noted as P and P = x means that the profit boundary is set to x. The results
for P > −∞ are not results from applying P > −∞ during the algorithms, but
by reasoning what the improvement would be afterwards. This choice has been
made because of two reasons.

First, there is a limited amount of time to do the tests for this thesis. Since
tests take multiple hours up to days to terminate, it is beneficial to test settings
for the algorithms that generate strictly different outcomes. Setting P higher
than −∞ and lower or equal to 0 is suspected to result in giving a submix
of the mix where profit boundary equal to −∞ is used, so the result would
not be strictly different. This is suspected because the optimal mixes on HZN
and ALR do not contain a loss giving component. Secondly, empowering
the first argument, it is quite easy to determine a significant part of the effect
of 0 ≥ P > −∞ on the running time after a run has been completed with
P = −∞. To clarify this, see Figure 8.1 as an example. Here the profit over
number of iterations is shown for the run of the Greedy Algorithm on HZN using
i1 = i2 = i3 = 2 as maximum combinations sizes. This is a typical shape of the
progression of the profit of the Greedy Algorithm, BSIA and each optimization
step per type for COPIA, and therefore makes a good example. As seen in the
figure, the profit does not increase any more from a certain moment. Since all
runs keep track of what combination is tested at what point in the algorithm,
it can be determined at what point a certain combination with a certain profit
is tested. In particular, it can be checked at what iteration a combination is
tested that lies closest to and is greater than a certain profit. If that certain
profit is P, then all iterations after this combination can be ’cut off’. In Figure
8.1, this means that we simply search the point where the profit boundary lies,
and take the profit at that point.

Do note that the above only holds whenever P ≤ 0 and when no loss-giving
components are added in the constructive algorithms, similar to the optimal
mixes on HZN and ALR (see Section 6.2).

It also needs to be said that actually applying P > −∞ is more effective
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Figure 8.1: Iterations profit graph for Greedy Algorithm on HZN with maximum
combinations sizes i1 = i2 = i3 = 2

than as described here. As described in Section 7.2.1, the profit boundary also
excludes all combinations containing a loss-giving component. This means that
a profitable combination of a very profitable component and a loss-giving com-
ponent is also excluded, but these combinations are not taken into consideration
in the approach here. Therefore, the determining of the improvement of running
time with applying 0 ≥ P > −∞ is an underestimation, and the improvement
can even be greater.

Using the above method to compare running times and the method to deter-
mine the minimum improvement on the running time when applying P, the
performance of the algorithms can be evaluated.

8.2 Testing on ALR and HZN
Almere (ALR) and Huizen (HZN) are the networks used initially to see how
well the implemented algorithms perform. Their relevant properties for testing
are found in Table 8.1. HZN has a remotely controllable substation (u1 ∈ FiSS),
and ALR has a non-remotely controllable substation. Furthermore, ALR is
of a larger size than HZN. Last important note for these substations is that
FSCG = ∅, FCB 6= ∅ and no iSSs are present on both of the networks, except for
the remotely controllable substation u1 in HZN.

Substation Profit (minimum) iterations u1 ∈ FiSS |S|
ALR 2772081 1266942 no 393
HZN 2030316 374164 yes 172

Table 8.1: Properties of ALR and HZN
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Minimum iterations are listed in Table 8.1 because the current model does not
count iterations, and counting iterations is not as easy as simply counting all
mixes and multiplying this with the number of sections in the substation. It is
possible however to determine the minimum number of iterations. It is certain
that at least this number of iterations has occurred.

On ALR and HZN tests have been done with the Greedy Algorithm, BSIA,
COPIA and BFE. Greedy Algorithm, BSIA and COPIA have been tested with
different settings of the variables, with either the P set to −∞ or to 0, and
all with the basic CML boundaries in 7.23, 7.24 and 7.25. Results for Greedy
Algorithm, BSIA and COPIA on ALR and HZN are in Section 8.2.1, 8.2.2 and
8.2.3 respectively. BFE has been run once on both ALR and HZN and details
for that run are found in Section 8.2.4.

8.2.1 Greedy Algorithm
Tables 8.2 contains the results of the Greedy Algorithm on ALR with i1, i2 and
i3 the maximum combination size for iSS, SCG and CB respectively. The speed-
up factor, denoted by T , is calculated by dividing the number of iterations of
the current model by the number of iterations of the run. The basic values for
the expected CML boundary are used and the profit boundary is set to −∞.

Greedy (i1, i2, i3) Profit Profit % Iterations T
Current model 2772081 100 1266942 1

(1, 1, 1) 2582138 93 18286 69
(2, 2, 2) 2389471 86 121142 10
(2, 1, 1) 2424666 87 62927 20

Table 8.2: Results Greedy Algorithm ALR

Greedy Algorithm exceeds the 90% mark once on ALR. The quality of the re-
sults is improved on after applying the Remove Algorithm. Table 8.3 contains
the results of applying the Remove Algorithm to the results in Table 8.2. The
results in Table 8.3 are further improved on when setting the profit boundary
to 0, see Table 8.4.

Greedy + Remove
(i1, i2, i3) Profit Profit % Iterations T

Current model 2772081 100 1266942 1
(1, 1, 1) 2646867 95 20507 62
(2, 2, 2) 2731417 99 125477 10
(2, 1, 1) 2735613 99 66202 19

Table 8.3: Results Greedy Algorithm + Remove ALR
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Greedy + Remove
+ (P = 0)
(i1, i2, i3) Profit Profit % Iterations T

Current model 2772081 100 1266942 1
(1, 1, 1) 2646867 95 16692 76
(2, 2, 2) 2731417 99 104365 12
(2, 1, 1) 2735613 99 50106 25

Table 8.4: Results Greedy Algorithm + Remove + (P = 0) ALR

Tables 8.5, 8.6 and 8.7 contain the results to similar Greedy Algorithm instances,
but now for HZN. Most notably, Greedy Algorithm on HZN contains a result
that exceeds the profit found by the Current Model. This is a re-occurring
phenomenon for the results for HZN. It is explained by restrictions that were
dropped for iSS placements for HZN, since HZN is a remotely controllable sub-
station. This shall be further explained in the discussion in the next chapter.

Greedy (i1, i2, i3) Profit Profit % Iterations T
Current Model 2030316 100 374164 1

(1, 1, 1) 2051915 101 9234 41
(2, 2, 2) 1961452 97 47177 8
(2, 1, 1) 1836828 90 31483 12

Table 8.5: Results Greedy Algorithm HZN

Greedy + Remove
(i1, i2, i3) Profit Profit % Iterations T

Current Model 2030316 100 374164 1
(1, 1, 1) 2124430 105 10820 35
(2, 2, 2) 2152129 106 49695 8
(2, 1, 1) 2088221 103 33953 11

Table 8.6: Results Greedy Algorithm + Remove HZN
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Greedy + Remove
+ (P = 0)
(i1, i2, i3) Profit Profit % Iterations T

Current Model 2030316 100 374164 1
(1, 1, 1) 2124430 105 9341 40
(2, 2, 2) 2152129 106 44020 8
(2, 1, 1) 2088221 103 28830 13

Table 8.7: Results Greedy Algorithm + Remove + (P = 0) HZN

8.2.2 BSIA
Tables 8.8 contains the results of BSIA for ALR with i1, i2 and i3 the maximum
combination size for iSS, SCG and CB respectively, n the number of options
created for the next level in the search tree and force and ignore, short for
force-other-types and ignore-previous-combination, the booleans for de-
ciding whether more options should be added to the level of the search tree.
No expected CML boundaries, profit boundaries or top combination selection
is applied here.

BSIA
[(i1, i2, i3), n,force,ignore] Profit Profit % Iterations T

Current model 2772081 100 1266942 1
[(1, 1, 1), 5,FALSE,FALSE] 2635772 95 21969 58
[(2, 2, 2), 5,FALSE,FALSE] 2532044 91 132435 10
[(2, 1, 1), 5,FALSE,FALSE] 2624726 95 67247 18
[(1, 1, 1), 3,TRUE,FALSE] 2503663 90 17766 71
[(1, 1, 1), 4,TRUE,FALSE] 2666242 96 20943 60
[(1, 1, 1), 3,TRUE,TRUE] 2628882 95 22304 57
[(1, 1, 1), 4,TRUE,TRUE] 2617730 94 22966 55

Table 8.8: Results BSIA ALR

BSIA exceeds the 90% mark on all tests. Again, the quality of the results is im-
proved on after applying the Remove Algorithm. Table 8.9 contains the results
from applying the Remove Algorithm to the results in Table 8.8. The results
in Table 8.9 are further improved on when setting the profit boundary to 0, see
Table 8.10.
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BSIA + Remove
[(i1, i2, i3), n,force,ignore] Profit Profit % Iterations T

Current model 2772081 100 1266942 1
[(1, 1, 1), 5,FALSE,FALSE] 2635772 95 23502 54
[(2, 2, 2), 5,FALSE,FALSE] 2755773 99 136085 9
[(2, 1, 1), 5,FALSE,FALSE] 2776237 100.1 69927 18
[(1, 1, 1), 3,TRUE,FALSE] 2649661 96 21746 58
[(1, 1, 1), 4,TRUE,FALSE] 2666242 96 22647 56
[(1, 1, 1), 3,TRUE,TRUE] 2645396 95 24050 53
[(1, 1, 1), 4,TRUE,TRUE] 2634245 95 24712 51

Table 8.9: Results BSIA + Remove ALR

BSIA + Remove
+ ((P = 0))

[(i1, i2, i3), n,force,ignore] Profit Profit % Iterations T
Current model 2772081 100 1266942 1

[(1, 1, 1), 5,FALSE,FALSE] 2635772 95 19980 63
[(2, 2, 2), 5,FALSE,FALSE] 2755773 99 119374 11
[(2, 1, 1), 5,FALSE,FALSE] 2776237 100.1 53263 24
[(1, 1, 1), 3,TRUE,FALSE] 2649661 96 18952 67
[(1, 1, 1), 4,TRUE,FALSE] 2666242 96 19401 65
[(1, 1, 1), 3,TRUE,TRUE] 2645396 95 20032 63
[(1, 1, 1), 4,TRUE,TRUE] 2634245 95 21098 60

Table 8.10: Results BSIA + Remove + (P = 0) ALR

Tables 8.11, 8.12 and 8.13 contain the results to similar BSIA instances, but
now for HZN. Remarkably, all results in Table 8.13 exceed the 100% mark.

BSIA
[(i1, i2, i3), n,force,ignore] Profit Profit % Iterations T

Current Model 2030316 100 374164 1
[(1, 1, 1), 5,FALSE,FALSE] 2105544 104 11360 33
[(2, 2, 2), 5,FALSE,FALSE] 2051465 101 48184 8
[(2, 1, 1), 5,FALSE,FALSE] 1941476 96 33304 11
[(1, 1, 1), 3,TRUE,FALSE] 2002992 97 7766 48
[(1, 1, 1), 4,TRUE,FALSE] 2116807 104 11067 33
[(1, 1, 1), 3,TRUE,TRUE] 2086474 103 11672 32
[(1, 1, 1), 4,TRUE,TRUE] 2094514 103 12533 30

Table 8.11: Results BSIA HZN
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BSIA + Remove
[(i1, i2, i3), n,force,ignore] Profit Profit % Iterations T

Current Model 2030316 100 374164 1
[(1, 1, 1), 5,FALSE,FALSE] 2111642 104 11626 32
[(2, 2, 2), 5,FALSE,FALSE] 2141288 105 50041 7
[(2, 1, 1), 5,FALSE,FALSE] 2122318 105 34856 11
[(1, 1, 1), 3,TRUE,FALSE] 2122318 105 11759 32
[(1, 1, 1), 4,TRUE,FALSE] 2116807 104 11972 31
[(1, 1, 1), 3,TRUE,TRUE] 2097530 103 12807 29
[(1, 1, 1), 4,TRUE,TRUE] 2102136 104 13598 28

Table 8.12: Results BSIA + Remove HZN

BSIA + Remove
+ (P = 0)

[(i1, i2, i3), n,force,ignore] Profit Profit % Iterations T
Current Model 2030316 100 374164 1

[(1, 1, 1), 5,FALSE,FALSE] 2111642 104 10924 34
[(2, 2, 2), 5,FALSE,FALSE] 2141288 105 46344 8
[(2, 1, 1), 5,FALSE,FALSE] 2122318 105 31402 12
[(1, 1, 1), 3,TRUE,FALSE] 2122318 105 11198 33
[(1, 1, 1), 4,TRUE,FALSE] 2116807 104 11320 33
[(1, 1, 1), 3,TRUE,TRUE] 2097530 103 12351 30
[(1, 1, 1), 4,TRUE,TRUE] 2102136 104 13022 29

Table 8.13: Results BSIA + Remove + (P = 0) HZN

8.2.3 COPIA
For COPIA the first goal is to see what ORDER may be best to use. This is
tested for frequency f = 1 and f = 2 on HZN with the greedy optimization
technique for all types and i1, i2, i3 = 1. The results for this are in Table 8.14.
The iterations are omitted, since these tests purely concern the quality of the
approximation. The results are all quite similar, and therefore it was decided
to stick to the initial order [SCG,iSS,CB] for the other tests. To represent this,
define ORDER∗ = [SCG,iSS,CB].
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COPIA
[ORDER, f ] Profit Profit %

Current Model 2030316 100
[[SCG,iSS,CB], 1] 1953181 96
[[SCG,CB,iSS], 1] 1953181 96
[[iSS,SCG,CB], 1] 1953181 96
[[iSS,CB,SCG], 1] 1947569 96
[[CB,SCG,iSS], 1] 1947569 96
[[CB,iSS,SCG], 1] 1947569 96
[[SCG,iSS,CB], 2] 1971844 97
[[SCG,CB,iSS], 2] 1971844 97
[[iSS,SCG,CB], 2] 1971844 97
[[iSS,CB,SCG], 2] 1997627 98
[[CB,SCG,iSS], 2] 1997627 98
[[CB,iSS,SCG], 2] 1997627 98

Table 8.14: Results ORDER and f for COPIA on HZN

To test the effect of doing multiple rounds over the same ORDER, the (now)
standard order ORDER∗ was taken, and COPIA iterated 5 times over this order.
Again, i1, i2, i3 = 1. Tables 8.15 and 8.18 contain the results on ALR and HZN
respectively for this. Tables 8.16 and 8.19 contain the results of also applying
the Remove Algorithm after each iteration over [SCG,iSS,CB]. Tables 8.17 and
8.20 contain the results of additionally applying P = 0.

COPIA
[ORDER, f ] Profit Profit % Iterations T

Current Model 2772081 100 1266942 1
[[ORDER∗], 1] 2509923 91 18620 68
[[ORDER∗], 2] 2594065 94 27825 46
[[ORDER∗], 3] 2604528 94 37030 34
[[ORDER∗], 4] 2604528 94 46235 27
[[ORDER∗], 5] 2604528 94 55440 23

Table 8.15: Results frequency test COPIA ALR
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COPIA + Remove
[ORDER, f ] Profit Profit % Iterations T

Current Model 2772081 100 1266942 1
[[ORDER∗], 1] 2644893 95 22256 57
[[ORDER∗], 2] 2642473 95 30123 42
[[ORDER∗], 3] 2646331 95 39254 32
[[ORDER∗], 4] 2646331 95 48459 26
[[ORDER∗], 5] 2646331 95 57664 22

Table 8.16: Results frequency test COPIA + Remove ALR

COPIA + Remove
+ (P = 0)
[ORDER, f ] Profit Profit % Iterations T

Current Model 2772081 100 1266942 1
[[ORDER∗], 1] 2644893 95 18423 69
[[ORDER∗], 2] 2642473 95 22771 56
[[ORDER∗], 3] 2646331 95 28624 44
[[ORDER∗], 4] 2646331 95 34551 37
[[ORDER∗], 5] 2646331 95 40478 31

Table 8.17: Results frequency test COPIA + Remove + (P = 0) ALR

COPIA
[ORDER, f ] Profit Profit % Iterations T

Current Model 2030316 100 374164 1
[[ORDER∗], 1] 1928726 95 9646 39
[[ORDER∗], 2] 2033775 100.1 14953 25
[[ORDER∗], 3] 2025219 99.7 19499 19
[[ORDER∗], 4] 2037386 100.3 24225 15
[[ORDER∗], 5] 2031090 100.0 29001 13

Table 8.18: Results frequency test COPIA HZN
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COPIA + Remove
[ORDER, f ] Profit Profit % Iterations T

Current Model 2030316 100 374164 1
[[ORDER∗], 1] 2022837 99.6 11172 33
[[ORDER∗], 2] 2045353 101 15427 24
[[ORDER∗], 3] 2054788 101 20584 18
[[ORDER∗], 4] 2049982 101 25217 15
[[ORDER∗], 5] 2066858 102 30136 12

Table 8.19: Results frequency test COPIA + Remove HZN

COPIA + Remove
+ (P = 0)
[ORDER, f ] Profit Profit % Iterations T

Current Model 2030316 100 374164 1
[[ORDER∗], 1] 2022837 99.6 9460 40
[[ORDER∗], 2] 2045353 101 12092 31
[[ORDER∗], 3] 2054788 101 15611 24
[[ORDER∗], 4] 2049982 101 18632 20
[[ORDER∗], 5] 2066858 102 21950 17

Table 8.20: Results frequency test COPIA + Remove + (P = 0) HZN

Until now the runs of COPIA have been done with evaluate-beforehand=TRUE.
The option to evaluate in between instead of evaluating beforehand, so with
evaluate-beforehand=FALSE, is tested with ORDER∗, frequency 3, i1, i2, i3 = 1
and using the greedy method for all types. Tables 8.21 and 8.24 contain these re-
sults for ALR and HZN respectively. Here, before is short for evaluate-beforehand.
Tables 8.22 and 8.25 contain the results with both the Remove Algorithm ap-
plied afterwards. Tables 8.23 and 8.26 contain the results with both the Remove
Algorithm and P = 0 applied afterwards. It appeared that evaluating in be-
tween mostly adds to the running time, without improving the results much.
Therefore it is not taken along to the next tests.

COPIA [ORDER,
before, f ] Profit Profit % Iterations T

Current Model 2772081 100 1266942 1
[[ORDER∗], FALSE, 1] 2530822 91 18191 70
[[ORDER∗], FALSE, 2] 2620528 95 37509 34
[[ORDER∗], FALSE, 3] 2620528 95 56827 22

Table 8.21: Results COPIA evaluate-beforehand=FALSE ALR
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COPIA + Remove
[ORDER,

before, f ] Profit Profit % Iterations T
Current Model 2772081 100 1266942 1

[[ORDER∗], FALSE, 1] 2634249 95 21529 59
[[ORDER∗], FALSE, 2] 2637810 95 39454 32
[[ORDER∗], FALSE, 3] 2637810 95 58772 22

Table 8.22: Results COPIA evaluate-beforehand=FALSE + Remove ALR

COPIA + Remove
+ (P = 0)

[ORDER,
before, f ] Profit Profit % Iterations T

Current Model 2772081 100 1266942 1
[[ORDER∗], FALSE, 1] 2634249 95 18529 68
[[ORDER∗], FALSE, 2] 2637810 95 33753 38
[[ORDER∗], FALSE, 3] 2637810 95 50370 25

Table 8.23: Results COPIA evaluate-beforehand=FALSE + Remove + (P =
0) ALR

COPIA [ORDER,
before, f ] Profit Profit % Iterations T

Current Model 2030316 100 374164 1
[[ORDER∗], FALSE, 1] 2018019 99 9188 40
[[ORDER∗], FALSE, 2] 2069311 102 18818 20
[[ORDER∗], FALSE, 3] 2072857 102 28116 13

Table 8.24: Results COPIA evaluate-beforehand=FALSE HZN

COPIA + Remove
[ORDER,

before, f ] Profit Profit % Iterations T
Current Model 2030316 100 374164 1

[[ORDER∗], FALSE, 1] 2080928 102 10596 35
[[ORDER∗], FALSE, 2] 2095156 103 19864 19
[[ORDER∗], FALSE, 3] 2098871 103 29128 13

Table 8.25: Results COPIA evaluate-beforehand=FALSE + Remove HZN
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COPIA + Remove
+ (P = 0)

[ORDER,
before, f ] Profit Profit % Iterations T

Current Model 2030316 100 374164 1
[[ORDER∗], FALSE, 1] 2080928 102 9569 39
[[ORDER∗], FALSE, 2] 2095156 103 17876 21
[[ORDER∗], FALSE, 3] 2098871 103 26220 14

Table 8.26: Results COPIA evaluate-beforehand=FALSE + Remove + (P =
0) HZN

Finally, COPIA was also tested with the optimization method from BSIA for
iSS, while still using the greedy method for SCG and CB. It was chosen this
way, because COPIA, with the Greedy method in particular, has more trouble
with finding better iSS placements, than finding better SCG and CB place-
ments. Two tests were done with the beam method, namely one with i1 = 1
and one with i1 = 2. Tables 8.27 and 8.30 contain the results for these test
without the Remove Algorithm for ALR and HZN respectively. Tables 8.28 and
8.31 contain the results with the Remove Algorithm applied afterwards. Tables
8.29 and 8.32 contain the results with both the Remove Algorithm and P = 0
applied afterwards.

COPIA
iSS.method=BEAM

[ORDER, (i1, i2, i3), f ] Profit Profit % Iterations T
Current Model 2772081 100 1266942 1

[[ORDER∗], (1, 1, 1), 1] 2548855 92 19651 64
[[ORDER∗], (1, 1, 1), 2] 2607516 94 30125 42
[[ORDER∗], (2, 1, 1), 1] 2494581 90 68767 18
[[ORDER∗], (2, 1, 1), 2] 2667282 96 110166 12

Table 8.27: Results COPIA iSS.method=BEAM ALR
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COPIA + Remove
iSS.method=BEAM

[ORDER, (i1, i2, i3), f ] Profit Profit % Iterations T
Current Model 2772081 100 1266942 1

[[SCG,iSS,CB], (1, 1, 1), 1] 2648339 96 22758 56
[[SCG,iSS,CB], (1, 1, 1), 2] 2644045 95 32127 39
[[SCG,iSS,CB], (2, 1, 1), 1] 2703030 98 72549 17
[[SCG,iSS,CB], (2, 1, 1), 2] 2726003 98 112308 11

Table 8.28: Results COPIA iSS.method=BEAM + Remove ALR

COPIA + Remove
+ (P = 0)

iSS.method=BEAM
[ORDER, (i1, i2, i3), f ] Profit Profit % Iterations T

Current Model 2772081 100 1266942 1
[[SCG,iSS,CB], (1, 1, 1), 1] 2648339 96 19565 65
[[SCG,iSS,CB], (1, 1, 1), 2] 2644045 95 26319 48
[[SCG,iSS,CB], (2, 1, 1), 1] 2703030 98 70435 18
[[SCG,iSS,CB], (2, 1, 1), 2] 2726003 98 96622 13

Table 8.29: Results COPIA iSS.method=BEAM + Remove + (P = 0) ALR

COPIA
iSS.method=BEAM

[ORDER, (i1, i2, i3), f ] Profit Profit % Iterations T
Current Model 2030316 100 374164 1

[[ORDER∗], (1, 1, 1), 1] 1989122 98 9812 38
[[ORDER∗], (1, 1, 1), 2] NA NA NA NA
[[ORDER∗], (2, 1, 1), 1] 2008032 99 34557 11
[[ORDER∗], (2, 1, 1), 2] 2074813 102 51140 7

Table 8.30: Results COPIA iSS.method=BEAM HZN
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COPIA + Remove
iSS.method=BEAM

[ORDER, (i1, i2, i3), f ] Profit Profit % Iterations T
Current Model 2030316 100 374164 1

[[SCG,iSS,CB], (1, 1, 1), 1] 2080928 102 10596 35
[[SCG,iSS,CB], (1, 1, 1), 2] NA NA NA NA
[[SCG,iSS,CB], (2, 1, 1), 1] 2104304 104 36062 10
[[SCG,iSS,CB], (2, 1, 1), 2] 2100625 103 52445 7

Table 8.31: Results COPIA iSS.method=BEAM + Remove HZN

COPIA + Remove
+ (P = 0)

iSS.method=BEAM
[ORDER, (i1, i2, i3), f ] Profit Profit % Iterations T

Current Model 2030316 100 374164 1
[[SCG,iSS,CB], (1, 1, 1), 1] 2080928 102 10024 37
[[SCG,iSS,CB], (1, 1, 1), 2] NA NA NA NA
[[SCG,iSS,CB], (2, 1, 1), 1] 2104304 104 31852 12
[[SCG,iSS,CB], (2, 1, 1), 2] 2100625 103 44713 8

Table 8.32: Results COPIA iSS.method=BEAM + Remove + (P = 0) HZN

8.2.4 Brute Force Estimator
Although the Brute Force Estimator was implemented, the code contained too
many errors. This caused an error in the cost function and an error in the
superfluous CFPI function. Algorithm 11 filters on the first evaluation of iSSs.
Because costs were incorrect, the wrong mixes ended up being selected, making
the final results almost completely incomparable to the results of the current
Optimal Mix Model. Therefore, BFE is also not tested on VSN. Nevertheless,
a little can be said about the results of the Brute Force Estimator.

Initial tests on ALR with separately estimating SCG mixes showed good
results. Also, CB and SCG results CML reduction-wise from the BFE run with
error in the code are still useful, since they do not depend on iSS results or
costs. These and some other results are picked and stated in the following list:

1. COPIA was run while optimizing once over only SCG with the greedy
method and nothing else. The estimator function in 7.10 estimated this
mix with an accuracy of 99 + %, with only a maximum profit difference
of 20 per route. The estimator sometimes overestimated and sometimes
underestimated the mix on route level.

2. CB mixes are often over estimated by the estimator function in 7.10.
However, when looking purely at the top 10 CB mixes CML reduction-
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wise on a route on ALR or HZN, then often at least 5 of them are also in
the top 10 in the results of BFE.

3. On multiple routes on ALR and HZN, the top 10 mixes CML reduction-
wise containing only CBs and SCGs are completely equal on both BFE
as the current model in their orderings of the mixes. The mixes on BFE
underestimate the CML reduction a bit, but not by much.

4. Mixes containing all three component types are often underestimated by
a greater amount CML reduction-wise by the BFE. For example, the best
CML reduction-wise mix on an ALR route was underestimated by 4000.

5. Mixes containing all three component types are often not ordered well by
BFE, when compared to the current model. For example, the best mix
found by BFE, containing an iSS that was selected by both BFE and the
current model, and containing SCGs and CBs, was lower than rank 100
in the current model.

6. As to running time, BFE needs less iterations than all of the tested con-
structive algorithms, since it only needs to simulate the loose combinations
to do the initial evaluation. Table 8.33 contains the number of iterations
per setting for BFE. Do note that the actual run would take much longer
than stated in these tables, since all mixes need to be estimated piece by
piece. Afterwards, some additional simulations need to be done to get an
actual evaluated mix instead of an estimation.

Network Setting Iterations T
ALR Current Model 1266942 1
ALR (2, 2, 2) 74620 17
ALR (2, 1, 1) 27152 47
HZN Current Model 374164 1
HZN (2, 2, 2) 30865 12
HZN (2, 1, 1) 16130 23

Table 8.33: Iterations for initial evaluation of combinations

8.3 Validation on Substation VSN
The validation of the algorithms is done on Vaassen (VSN), the largest network
of the three. Its relevant properties are found in Table 8.34. VSN is a non-
remotely controllable substation. Furthermore, for VSN, FSCG = FiSS = ∅ and
FCB 6= ∅. For VSN certain settings of the tests Greedy Algorithm, BSIA and
COPIA are tested for validation. Not all settings are validated since VSN is
used to compare the test results on other networks to the results on this bigger
network. It is not the goal to find the best settings for VSN specifically. BFE
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shall not be validated, as mentioned in Section 8.2.4.

Substation Profit (minimum) iterations u1 ∈ FiSS |S|
VSN 1884477 1922669 no 385

Table 8.34: Properties of VSN

8.3.1 Greedy Algorithm
Table 8.35 contains the results for the Greedy Algorithm with the standard
expected CML boundary and P = −∞. Table 8.36 contains the results when
the Remove Algorithm is applied to the outcomes in Table 8.35. Lastly, Table
8.37 shows the results with the addition of P = 0.

Greedy (i1, i2, i3) Profit Profit % Iterations T
Current Model 1884477 100 1922669 1

(1, 1, 1) 1666637 88 17998 107
(2, 2, 2) 1681264 89 249619 8
(2, 1, 1) 1659897 88 163654 12

Table 8.35: Results Greedy Algorithm VSN

Greedy + Remove
(i1, i2, i3) Profit Profit % Iterations T

Current Model 1884477 100 1922669 1
(1, 1, 1) 1684223 89 20083 96
(2, 2, 2) 1798737 95 253007 8
(2, 1, 1) 1696407 90 166777 12

Table 8.36: Results Greedy Algorithm + Remove VSN

Greedy + Remove
+ (P = 0)
(i1, i2, i3) Profit Profit % Iterations T

Current Model 1884477 100 1922669 1
(1, 1, 1) 1684223 89 17817 108
(2, 2, 2) 1798737 95 159649 12
(2, 1, 1) 1696407 90 94032 20

Table 8.37: Results Greedy Algorithm + Remove + (P = 0) VSN
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8.3.2 BSIA
Table 8.38 contains the results for BSIA with the standard expected CML
boundary and P = −∞. Table 8.39 contains the results when the Remove
Algorithm is applied to the outcomes in Table 8.38. Lastly, Table 8.40 shows
the results with the addition of P = 0. Only one BSIA setting was tested on
VSN.

BSIA (i1, i2, i3) Profit Profit % Iterations T
Current Model 1884477 100 1922669 1

(1, 1, 1) 1670158 89 21913 88

Table 8.38: Results BSIA VSN

BSIA + Remove
(i1, i2, i3) Profit Profit % Iterations T

Current Model 1884477 100 1922669 1
(1, 1, 1) 1684260 89 23862 81

Table 8.39: Results BSIA + Remove VSN

BSIA + Remove
+ (P = 0)
(i1, i2, i3) Profit Profit % Iterations T

Current Model 1884477 100 1922669 1
(1, 1, 1) 1684260 89 20754 93

Table 8.40: Results BSIA + Remove + (P = 0) VSN

8.3.3 COPIA
Table 8.41 contains the results for COPIA with the standard expected CML
boundary and P = −∞, the standard order, before=TRUE, uses the greedy
method for optimization over each type and frequency 5. Table 8.42 contains
the results when the Remove Algorithm is applied to the outcomes in Table
8.41. Lastly, Table 8.43 shows the results with the addition of P = 0.
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COPIA
[ORDER, f ] Profit Profit % Iterations T

Current Model 1884477 100 1922669 1
[[ORDER∗], 1] 1620171 86 17053 113
[[ORDER∗], 2] 1680426 89 25426 76
[[ORDER∗], 3] 1680426 89 33799 57
[[ORDER∗], 4] 1680426 89 42172 46
[[ORDER∗], 5] 1680426 89 50545 38

Table 8.41: Results frequency test COPIA VSN

COPIA + Remove
[ORDER, f ] Profit Profit % Iterations T

Current Model 1884477 100 1922669 1
[[ORDER∗], 1] 1674161 89 19774 97
[[ORDER∗], 2] 1680426 89 27229 71
[[ORDER∗], 3] 1680426 89 35602 54
[[ORDER∗], 4] 1680426 89 43975 44
[[ORDER∗], 5] 1680426 89 52348 37

Table 8.42: Results frequency test COPIA + Remove VSN

COPIA + Remove
+ (P = 0)
[ORDER, f ] Profit Profit % Iterations T

Current Model 1884477 100 1922669 1
[[ORDER∗], 1] 1674161 89 17644 109
[[ORDER∗], 2] 1680426 89 22035 87
[[ORDER∗], 3] 1680426 89 28344 68
[[ORDER∗], 4] 1680426 89 34653 55
[[ORDER∗], 5] 1680426 89 40962 47

Table 8.43: Results frequency test COPIA + Remove + (P = 0) VSN
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Table 8.44 contains the results for COPIA with the standard expected CML
boundary and P = −∞, the standard order, before=TRUE, frequency 2 and
uses method BEAM for optimization over iSS. Table 8.45 contains the results
when the Remove Algorithm is applied to the outcomes in Table 8.44. Lastly,
Table 8.46 shows the results with the addition of P = 0.

COPIA
iSS.method=BEAM

[ORDER, (i1, i2, i3), f ] Profit Profit % Iterations T
Current Model 1884477 100 1922669 1

[[SCG,iSS,CB], (1, 1, 1), 1] 1620171 86 18125 106
[[SCG,iSS,CB], (1, 1, 1), 2] 1680426 89 27628 70

Table 8.44: Results COPIA iSS.method=BEAM VSN

COPIA + Remove
iSS.method=BEAM

[ORDER, (i1, i2, i3), f ] Profit Profit % Iterations T
Current Model 1884477 100 1922669 1

[[SCG,iSS,CB], (1, 1, 1), 1] 1674161 89 20846 92
[[SCG,iSS,CB], (1, 1, 1), 2] 1680426 89 29431 65

Table 8.45: Results COPIA iSS.method=BEAM + Remove VSN

COPIA + Remove
+ (P = 0)

iSS.method=BEAM
[ORDER, (i1, i2, i3), f ] Profit Profit % Iterations T

Current Model 1884477 100 1922669 1
[[SCG,iSS,CB], (1, 1, 1), 1] 1674161 89 18194 106
[[SCG,iSS,CB], (1, 1, 1), 2] 1680426 89 24480 79

Table 8.46: Results COPIA iSS.method=BEAM + Remove + (P = 0) VSN
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Chapter 9

Discussion

Let us cite the research question to this thesis one more time:

Can the Optimal Mix Model be improved by implementing heuristic
optimization techniques in order to substantially lower the running time while

closely approximating qualitative solutions?

The short answer to this is "yes, but conditionally". This chapter is dedicated
to explaining the answer by reviewing the results: what are the key findings,
what is the meaning of the results, what do they implicate and what limitations
are shown in the process? The chapter finishes with a recommendation for
Alliander.

9.1 Key Findings
The best results both quality wise and running time wise while maintaining an
approximation of at least 95% are stated in the following list:

• Best quality run on ALR: 100.1% with T = 24

• Best quality run on HZN: 106% with T = 8

• Best quality run on VSN: 95% with T = 12

• Fastest run on ALR ≥ 95%: 95% with T = 76

• Fastest run on HZN ≥ 95%: 105% with T = 40

• Fastest run on VSN ≥ 95%: 95% with T = 12

From this it can be seen that the algorithms perform better on ALR and HZN
than on VSN, but that they nevertheless reach to 95% mark on VSN too. The
next section is devoted to explaining the above and other results from Chapter
8 in more detail.
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9.2 Interpretations
The interpretation of the results is based on the rate of approximation of the
optimum and the speed-up factors, unless more detailed information of the net-
work is needed. The precise details of the networks are omitted when possible,
such as the number of clients connected to a secondary substation and such as
the capacity of section.

First, the results will be treated generally. Afterwards, the results are inter-
preted per network. For each network, the most notable results in addition to
the general remarks are picked to discuss.

9.2.1 General
Multiple general remarks can be made about the interpretations of the results.
Each remark is stated down below with explanation.

Greedy Algorithm and BSIA perform best profit-wise and run-time-
wise, COPIA performs a bit worse

The mixes with the highest profit on all networks are found either by the Greedy
Algorithm or by BSIA. The setting [(1, 1, 1), 4, TRUE, FALSE] on BSIA gives the
highest results on ALR and HZN and the setting (2, 2, 2) on the Greedy Algo-
rithm gives the highest result on VSN, both when not applying the Remove Al-
gorithm. When applying the Remove Algorithm afterwards, the setting (2, 2, 2)
on the Greedy Algorithm gives the highest results on VSN and HZN and the
setting (2, 1, 1) on BSIA gives the highest result on ALR. Results on COPIA
come close to the performances of Greedy Algorithm and BSIA, but are not as
high.

Reason for the good performances of the constructive algorithms lies mainly
in the ideas that high profit components generally performing well in a mix,
and that two components worsen each other (points 9 and 11 in Section 6.2),
and partly in that combining the profitable duos can become profitable triples
(point 10).

The fastest runs are also done on Greedy Algorithm and BSIA. The simply
explanation for this is that COPIA needs to make optimization steps more than
once to gain better results, and this also results in a clear higher run-time. BSIA
and Greedy Algorithm are capable of finding good mixes in less time.

Algorithms perform better on ALR and HZN than on VSN

Each of the implemented algorithms has multiple settings with which it exceeds
the 95% approximation of the Optimal Mix by the current model on ALR and
HZN. On VSN however, the best result reaches exactly 95% of the optimum,
and this is the slowest run of all on VSN, while other runs only reach 90% at
best. There are two ways to explain this.

First, the profit of the optimal mix is lower on VSN than on the other two
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networks. That means that missing a good component in the mix has a bigger
impact on VSN than on the other two substations. ALR reaches the 95% mark
when the profit if 138604 lower at maximum, for HZN that is 101515, and for
VSN 94223.

Secondly, VSN contains the three largest routes when taken all routes of
ALR, HZN and VSN together, of which one route in particular is substantially
larger. The methods that work well on networks such as ALR and HZN may
simply perform worse on larger networks, because of the simplicity of the algo-
rithms.

Either way, it is clear that the algorithms work very well for HZN and ALR,
and worse for VSN.

The Remove Algorithm efficiently improves outputted mixes

The Remove Algorithm often improves a mix that has been constructed by the
Greedy Algorithm, BSIA or COPIA. Reason for this is that the constructive
algorithms often add components in an earlier stage that are not beneficial
anymore when more components are added. See Section 7.2.3 for further details
on this.

Also, the highest profits of mixes are achieved on each network by applying
the Remove Algorithm.

In addition, the Remove Algorithm takes a relative low number of iterations
to improve a mix, since only included components are checked for removal.

The Profit Boundary P set to 0 improves running time without influ-
encing results

Setting the profit boundary P to 0 did not influence the quality of the results,
and did shorten the running time. Reason for this is that no loss-giving com-
ponents are included in the outputted mix in any of the runs. Do note that
profitable combinations containing a loss-giving component are still evaluated
in the estimated results here, while these combinations are excluded when P = 0
is actually applied during the run. See Section 8.1.2 for further details on this.

BFE performs worse on three component types

Even though there are few results on BFE, it can be seen that it does not
perform as preferred. When ordering the output of the BFE on expected CML
reduction for mixes containing three component types, there is a large error on
the top mixes.

9.2.2 ALR
The results on ALR have already been explained in the general section above,
except for the run-time aspect and a result exceeding the 100% mark. On aver-
age, the speed-up factor on ALR lies higher than for HZN, and lower than for
VSN. This is due to the size of the network. ALR has more sections than HZN,
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less sections than VSN, and does not contain significantly large routes as VSN
does.

The BSIA solution that exceeds the 100% mark, has many different com-
ponents than the optimal mix found by the current model. This concerns iSSs
specifically. The method used in the constructive algorithms determines the
quality of a loose iSS on an open point on both of the routes it influences, while
the current model only calculates a loose iSS on an open point on the route the
secondary substation lies on. This makes the current model only recognize the
value of the iSS when it is part of a duo or when it is on the route itself. It
appears that the method used in the constructive algorithms is able to find a
better mix now that this rule of the current model is dropped.

9.2.3 HZN
Results on HZN often exceed the 100% mark. There are two explanations for
this. The first reason for the high results on HZN is that a specific iSS lies
on a secondary substation that is included in two parallel routes. This means
that there are two sets of cables in the substation, both connected to different
routes and not to each other, not even by an NOP. In reality, an iSS on this
secondary substation can only be placed on one of these routes. The current
version of the Optimal Mix Model solves this by calculating double the costs for
this secondary substation, but the implemented algorithms do not. Therefore,
the iSS is evaluated as a highly profitable component, and is included in almost
each mix on HZN. This can be compensated by adding the iSS costs to the total
costs of the mix, and thereby lowering the profit of the mixes on HZN by about
68000. To gain the correct results, this come down to lowering the results by
68000

2030316 · 100% ≈ 3%.
When lowering the results by 3%, some results still exceed the 100% mark.

The reason for this is that the restrictions on the placement of iSSs are dropped,
because HZN has a remotely controllable substation. Both the restriction that
iSSs are not allowed to be placed next to each other and the restriction that
single iSSs only are allowed to be placed on an NOP, are dropped. As explained
in Section 6.2, iSSs can perform well when not placed on an NOP on a remotely
controllable substation. For HZN, dropping the restrictions results in mixes
with higher profit than the mix found by the current Optimal Mix Model. In
appeared that an iSS duo of two iSSs placed next to each other, while both are
not lying on an NOP, is a very profitable solution on one of the routes on HZN.

As regards to run-time, HZN is the network with the lowest gain. This lies
in the fact that HZN is a small network, making each simulation relatively more
impact on the speed-up factor. The actual number of iterations on HZN lies
lower than for ALR and VSN, which makes sense, since ALR and VSN both are
larger than HZN.
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9.2.4 VSN
Results on VSN are lower than the results on HZN and ALR. The reasons
for this are already stated in Section 9.2.1. An additional notable result to
address for VSN is that the algorithms with setting (1, 1, 1) on combination
sizes terminate the fastest from all algorithms, even exceeding the T = 100
mark. Reason for this is that VSN is really large, contains many duos and
triples that are evaluated on the current Optimal Mix Model, and wins more
run-time here then ALR and HZN. The performance on run-time drops really
fast when considering combinations of size 2, since VSN contains some large
routes where many combinations are possible. Even though there are less duos
on these routes than triples on that are evaluated on the Current Optimal Mix
Model, it still makes the algorithms a lot slower.

9.3 Implications
There are three important implications to make based on the results. To start,
the results provide the insight that the Optimal Mix Problem can be approx-
imated in shorter running times than the current Optimal Mix Model. Many
results exceed the 95% level and they do so while being at least 10 times faster.
When lowering the bar towards 90%, the running times become even faster.

Secondly, when VSN is excluded from the results, the quality of the approx-
imations become better on average, and running times become better for the
best solutions quality wise too. This may indicate that the algorithms perform
very well on certain types of networks, and worse on other types. On itself, that
implicates that the results of these algorithms may become unreliable when ap-
plied to networks of which is not known if the algorithms perform well on such
networks.

As third, in conjunction with the previous point, the algorithms perform
very well on networks ALR and HZN. Since these substations are representa-
tive for a large part of the areas supervised by Liander, the algorithms make a
reliable option for this area.

9.4 Limitations
Some limitations were shown during the research that should be considered
when reviewing the results. Let us start with the method used to determine
(the improvement of) the running time. Counting the iterations of the Mal-
function Simulation Model is a valid way of approximating the running time
improvement for this part of the Optimal Mix Model, but it is not fully precise.
Other operations, such a determining the suitable combinations, are not taken
into account. When the heuristic algorithms are finally implemented on a com-
puter with the same qualities as the computers that run the current Optimal
Mix Model, a small deviation in running time from what is stated in this paper
is not unimaginable.
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Secondly, this research is done on an older version of the Optimal Mix Model.
Alliander provided the most up to date model when the research commenced,
but since then there have been many developments in the model. These adap-
tations are mainly focused on making the model more precise, such as taking
section fail frequencies per year in stead of assuming the same fail frequency for
all 40 years and do not change the structure of the model. The adaptations do
influence the outcome of the heuristic methods somewhat, for example by alter-
ing the suitable iSS locations somewhat by looking at the secondary substation
in more detail. Since the model stayed the same globally, it is suspected that
the difference in outcome is not too big.

A final remark on the limitations is that the generalizability of the results
is limited by the information that was provided by Alliander, namely the set
of substations to analyze and run tests on, ALR, HZN and VSN. Even though
ALR, HZN and VSN are assumed to be representative substations for the whole
of the medium voltage grid maintained by Alliander, there are still substations
that form an exception to the rule. It is uncertain whether the algorithms per-
form as good on these exceptional substations as they do on ALR, HZN and
VSN.

9.5 Recommendations
The goal of the recommendation for Alliander is to present the best options
from the algorithms that are tested in this thesis. Recommendations on other
implementation methods or improvement on the implemented methods, can be
found in Future Work (Chapter 11).

When it comes down to recommendations of algorithms and what settings to
utilize, it will depend on the specific wishes of Alliander. All three constructive
algorithms, Greedy Algorithm, BSIA and COPIA, perform well, with Greedy
Algorithm and BSIA performing slightly better than COPIA. Therefore, Greedy
Algorithm and BSIA are recommended. The critical part for these algorithms
is the settings that the algorithms should be run with. Two options based on
certain preferences are suggested. Before stating these options, first consider
the additions to the algorithms.

Based on the results, it is highly recommended to combine the constructive
algorithms with both the profit boundary P = 0 and with applying the Remove
Algorithm afterwards. The first improved the running time for all tests without
lowering results, and the second improved the profit of almost all mixes without
lowering the running time significantly long.

Now to consider the options for the algorithms and their settings. The first
option is to use (2, 2, 2) on the Greedy Algorithm or [(2, 2, 2), 5, FALSE, FALSE]
on BSIA. These settings make the runs significantly slower, but the results be-
come the highest on HZN and ALR, and become significantly better on VSN.
This option should be picked when the quality of the mixes to be found on any
network has the absolute priority.
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The second option is to use (1, 1, 1) on the Greedy Algorithm or either
[(1, 1, 1), 4, TRUE, FALSE] or [(1, 1, 1), 5, FALSE, FALSE] on BSIA. These settings
give desired results above the 95% mark on networks HZN and ALR, and are
expected to give similar results on similar networks. They perform worse on
network VSN, and are expected to perform worse on networks similar to VSN.
This option should be picked when the quality of mixes to be found on networks
with in the same category as HZN or ALR have some priority, and the speed-up
factor is seen as a high priority. Even on networks as VSN, the results on profit
will not be terrible, but they will be worse. The speed-up factor on networks as
VSN will be high.

An additional benefit of the second option is that runs of the different settings
can be done subsequently while still being faster than the runs using (2, 2, 2)
as the setting for the combination sizes. This gives multiple mixes per network
with slight differences per mix. The various results can be analyzed to get a
better understanding of what components are more optimal than others.

A third option arising from the first two, is to use setting (1, 1, 1) on the
Greedy Algorithm or either [(1, 1, 1), 4, TRUE, FALSE] or [(1, 1, 1), 5, FALSE, FALSE]
on BSIA for networks such as ALR and HZN, and to use setting (2, 2, 2) on the
Greedy Algorithm or [(2, 2, 2), 5, FALSE, FALSE] on BSIA for networks such as
VSN.

In the end it comes down to the preferences of Alliander. When Alliander
prioritizes quality over everything, then it is recommended to use the first op-
tion. When quality is important, but the speed-up factor is also considered very
relevant, then the second option is recommended.
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Chapter 10

Conclusion

In this chapter the research as a whole is briefly summarized and the research
question and answer for this project are stated.

10.1 Reflection
During this research, the following questions have been answered:

1. How can the Optimal Mix Problem be mathematically described?

2. How does the Optimal Mix Model solve the Optimal Mix Problem?

3. What is the mathematical complexity of the Optimal Mix Problem?

4. How can heuristic optimization techniques be used to improve the running
time of the Optimal Mix Problem while closely approximating qualitative
solutions?

5. What heuristic optimization techniques can be used to improve the run-
ning time of the Optimal Mix Problem while closely approximating qual-
itative solutions?

6. How well do heuristic optimization techniques improve the running time
of the Optimal Mix Problem while closely approximating qualitative so-
lutions?

At the start of this thesis the Optimal Mix Problem was introduced and thor-
oughly explained. Afterwards, the mathematical formalization of the problem
was given. Next, it was showed how the Optimal Mix Model solves the Optimal
Mix Problem, where it was also seen that the Optimal Mix Model does not
necessarily find the optimal mix, but does at least find a mix that approximates
it closely. Afterwards, a proof of the NP-hardness was given, by identifying the
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objective function of the Optimal Mix Problem as an NP-hard function. Using
this as mathematical justification for the research, specific heuristic methods
were designed on the basis of an analysis on the results of the Optimal Mix
Model for substations ALR and HZN and on the Optimal Mix Problem in gen-
eral. The methods were adapted during the implementation process to fit the
problem better, and finally results of the methods Greedy Algorithm, BSIA and
COPIA for the three substations ALR, HZN and VSN were gathered. The re-
sults and methodology were analyzed in the discussion, where an answer for the
research question was formulated.

10.2 Research question answered
Can the Optimal Mix Model be improved by implementing heuristic

optimization techniques in order to substantially lower the running time while
closely approximating qualitative solutions?

Yes, the above is possible. It does depends on what dimensions of the Optimal
Mix Model are found more critical to improve on. Examples of well performing
algorithms are as follows. The Greedy Algorithm + Remove Algorithm with
(2, 2, 2) as input sizes for the combinations finds solutions of at least 95% of
the optimum on ALR, HZN and VSN, while doing this at least 8 times faster
than the current model. On the other hand, the Greedy Algorithm + Remove
algorithm with (1, 1, 1) as input sizes for the combinations finds solutions of at
least 95% of the optimum on ALR and HZN, and 89% on VSN, while doing this
at least 40 times faster than the current model. Both are reasonable options
to consider, and it depends on whether low running time with high profitable
solutions is preferred, or higher running time, but still lower than the original,
with slightly less profitable solutions. Either way, improvement of the Optimal
Mix Model by implementing heuristic optimization techniques to substantially
lower the running time while closely approximating qualitative solutions is most
certainly possible.
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Chapter 11

Future work

While investigating the possibilities of applying heuristic methods to the Op-
timal Mix Model, other opportunities for research on the subject were found
as well. Also, further research on heuristic methods might be beneficial. The
final chapter of this thesis treats three classes of future work for the Optimal
Mix Problem: improvement of the heuristic algorithms, improvement of running
time of the current model and other techniques to research.

11.1 Improvement and Broadening of Heuristic
Methods

The three types of heuristic methods as distinguished in Chapter 7 can all be
improved in some manner. The suggestions given here could not be executed
during this project due to a lack of time.

First, further tuning of the variables of the implemented constructive algo-
rithms is very well possible to optimize running times and quality of the found
mixes. To do so, more testing and validation can be done on more networks.
This may results in an optimal setting of the variables per type of network.

Secondly, testing of or further research on evolutionary algorithms may be
interesting, since these methods function very differently from the implemented
algorithms. For this thesis evolutionary algorithms were not implemented in
the end, because of the longer running time that stands for these methods
and because of the already great results of the constructive algorithms. These
evolutionary algorithms could still be interesting however. For example, the
implemented algorithms all output one mix, and this output would be the same
each time the algorithm is run with the same setting, while evolutionary algo-
rithms make use of a population and are capable of outputting and evaluating
multiple mixes at the same time. This broader sense of generating solutions
might be very beneficial. Further research and testing could test this.

Finally, the Brute Force Estimator has shown some hopeful results. Initial
results implicate that BFE is bad at estimating mixes containing all three types,
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but does well when estimating mixes containing less component types. Further
research and testing of the BFE can results in application for the well-performing
aspects of BFE. For example, an outcome might be that the estimator function
7.10 can be used as one of the optimization techniques in COPIA for one of the
types, or that BFE is used in the Genetic Algorithm as one of the neighborhood
operators.

11.2 Improvement on Running Time
Four suggestions in total are done to improve the running time of the current
model. Two are based on skipping evaluations and can be implemented right
away. The other two are suggestions for further research on the matter, that
can help in recognizing non-profitable mixes before evaluating.

Skipping evaluations
Two adaptations surrounding skipping evaluations are suggested that could be
implemented as of now, without influencing the functionality of the current
model. The first is to add a dynamic expected CML boundary on route level
for each component type and the number of components, similar to the expected
CML boundary introduced in Section 7.2.1. Using such a boundary can lower
the running time by skipping evaluations of mixes that would never be profitable.
For example: if the expected CML for a route is 5000, then placing two iSSs
(not on an open point) will never be profitable, since the costs for two iSSs
is at least 144000 while 5000 · 20 = 100000 is the maximum expected CML
reduction revenue. The superfluous CFPI revenue can easily be taken into this
calculation, by lowering the expected CML boundary with 500 per superfluous
CFPI, since the revenue per CFPI is 10000 and 10000

20 = 500. The boundary can
be made even more precise by introducing a boundary level per iSS, since iSS
costs differ. Then, the dynamic CML boundary is the sum of the number of
SCGs times the SCG CML boundary, of the number of CBs times the CB CML
boundary, of the specific iSS CML boundaries minus 500 times the number of
superfluous CFPI for this mix. Then, if a certain route has an expected CML
lower then the dynamic CML boundary for this mix, the mix certainly will give
a loss, and therefore the evaluation can be skipped.

The second method to lower the running time also makes use of skipping
certain evaluations. For this the notion of influential area (see Section 6.2) is
needed. Suppose a mix m is evaluated and the profit w(m) is known. Then add
a component c to gain mix mc. Now, only malfunctions on the sections in the
influential area of c need to be simulated again, since all other sections are not
affected by the addition of c. Therefore, simulations on sections outside of the
influential area of c, can be skipped. To be able to do this, components should
be evaluated once separately to determine the influential area, and for iSSs also
duos need to be evaluated separately. Fortunately, all mixes with 1 component
and 2 components are evaluated by the current model anyways, so this will not
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extend the running time of to the model.

Research
With regards to further research to improve the running time without chang-
ing the functionality of the model, another two ideas are suggested. First is a
research on the minimum number of CML. As stated before in this thesis, the
expected CML for a substation shall never be 0, since not all power outages
are avoidable and since power outages take at least 10 minutes to be solved. It
could help to gain insight in the relation between the fail frequencies, number
of connected clients, topology of a substation, and others and how this is con-
nected to the absolute minimum of expected CML for a substation (on route
level). If an absolute minimum can be given, or an approximation from below
of the absolute minimum, then the dynamic CML boundaries can become more
precise by taking this minimum into account as unreducible expected CML. In
the end, this could make it easier to skip and reject more mixes before evalua-
tion.

The second research proposal is done with regards to the Malfunction Sim-
ulation Model. The simulations are done using a Mixed Integer Linear Pro-
gramming module. Everything works as it should, but it could be interesting to
research whether this module can become more efficient. This proposal is done
because the algorithms and current model spend most of their time solving the
MILP module. When this module is improved, it immediately becomes notice-
able in the running time. Research can be of great value for the improvement
of running time for both the current model as for the heuristic methods.

11.3 Other
Finally, two other approaches to attacking the Optimal Mix Problem are in-
troduced together with a theoretical research proposal to the categorization of
medium voltage networks. First, there is techniques from Machine Learning.
Many techniques, such as gradient descent, have proven to deliver good results
when applied correctly. It has not yet been researched whether machine learn-
ing techniques may or may not be applicable to the Optimal Mix Problem, and
it is interesting to see whether these new promising methods could be of value.

The second technique depends on research to the NP-hardness proof. If
a correct reduction from an NP-hard problem to the Optimal Mix Problem is
found while disregarding the objective function, or a reduction from the Optimal
Mix Problem to an NP-hard problem, then algorithms for this NP-hard problem
can be researched. If there are any well working approximation algorithms for
this specific NP-hard problem, then this may introduce new options as to how
to solve OMP. This is of course dependent of how easy it is to find such a proof,
and whether good approximation algorithms exist for this problem.

Lastly, the theoretical research to the categorization of medium voltage net-
works helps in distinguishing different networks from each other on clear prop-
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erties. Even though earlier in this thesis there is spoken of "similar networks",
it is not yet completely clear what "similar" means, except for the size of the
network. More properties to consider for example are section capacity, (maxi-
mum) length of routes, number of clients and number of open points. Taking
more properties into this comparison can give more insight into how networks
function and can also help in linking the approximation algorithms to certain
types of networks more reliable.
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